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Abstract 
Various methods of recording pine twisting rust have been discussed, and 
attack frequencies on 75 progenies of Pinus  silvestris plus trees have been 
noted. Mention has also been made to  the possibility of resistance breeding. 
Acid ether extracts of annual shoots of Pinm silvestris have bee11 examined 
by various bioassays. Marked differences in the inhibitor effect between 
extracts from different pine clones have been established. A possible connec- 
tion between inhibitor content and resistance has been discussed. Reduc- 
tion in inhibitor content during axial extension and inhibitors in leachates 
from pine shoots has been connected with Melampsora occurrence. 
Gel filtration combined with thin layer chromatography has been used 
for separating the extract components. Among the inhibitors a number of 
resin acids have been identified by chemical means. 
Introduction 
This work on Jlelampsora pinitorqua consists of two main parts. The first 
contains observations from field experiments and information regarding 
the occurrence of the fungus on different species of Pinus. I t  also deals with 
the spontaneous occurrence of pine twisting rust on 73 progenies of plus 
trees. 
In the second part of the mork a study is made of ~IIelampsoru pijzitojq~m 
on Scots pine in relation to growth regulating substances, in particular 
growth inhibitors in acid ether extracts of annual shoots. Various methods 
have been used to separate components in extracts of pine shoots which 
inhibit the fungus' basidio spore germination. Changes in quantity with 
regard to growth regulators in the annual shoots during the axial extension 
have been associated with the  occurrence of the fungus. Biologically active 
substances in acid ether extracts have been identified by chemical means. 
sora pinitorqua on progenies of 
Pinus silvestris 
1. Melampsora pinitorqua on Pinus 
,?Ielampsora pinitorqua occurs in Europe on a number of Pin~rs species; 
the major m-orks are as follows: 
Pinus siluestris, SYLVEN (1917), BOHNER (1952), REGLER (1957), KLING- 
STR031 (1963). 
Pinus mugo, BIRAGHI (1954), REGLER (1957), GRE~IMES (1963). 
Pinus pinaster, BIRAGHI (1954, 1963), MORIONDO (1962 a), \ - o ~ ~ ~  (19631, 
GREMJIEN (1963), ILLY (1966), DURRIEU (1967). 
Pinus pinea, BIRAGHI (1934, 1963), MORIONDO (1954). 
Pinrrs nigra, RIORIOXDO (1957, 1962 b), KISPATIC (1961). 
Pinus nigra var. laricio, BIRAGHI (1963). 
Pinus nigra var. calabrica, LOXGO et al. (1967). 
Pinus nigra var. austriaca, LOSGO et al. (1967). 
Pinus halepensis, PEACE (1962), R ~ O R I O N D O  (1962 h), BIRAGHI (1963). 
Pinus murrayana, TROSCHAXIX (1952). 
Pinus strobrrs, BOHNER (1952), TROSCHASIN (1932), BIRAGHI (1954), REGLER 
(1957). 
In practice Pinus contorta has proved to  be resistant in Sweden BERGMAY 
(1954), B J O R I ~ I A N  (1963), a circumstance which should be considered in the 
light of reports of the occurrence on Pinus murrayana (P. contorta \ ar. 
latifolin). The occurrence on Pinrrs strobus suggests tha t  the fungus is not 
entirely confined to  pitch pines, but  can be assumed to occur on other hosts. 
Melampsora pinitorqua is also reported as occurring on Pinus ponderosn 
in Xorth America Z I L L ~ R  (1961, 1962). This report was later retracted 
ZILLER (1963). 
Current research in Italy Lo lGo  et al. (1967) and my own in Sweden 
KLIYGSTROX (1967) have shown tha t  Melampsora pinitorqrlcr can attack 
other conifers, from among other places North America. 
Thus 110th the Snedish and Italian experin~ents have shown thac Pinus 
ponderosa, P. resinosa and P. banksiann are susceptible. Furthermore P. 
alienrmfrr and P. uirgininnci were attacked in the Snedish experiments, and 
no less than 13 conifers are reported as being susceptible in the Italian 
work: P. lanlbertiana, P. echinatrc, P .  faeda, P. contorfa,  P .  rad ia fa ,  P. elliottii, 
P. palustris, P. excelsa, P. canariensis,  L a r i x  decidua, L. occidentalis, L. 
leptolepis and Pseudotsuga menziesii .  Admittedly these are only preliminary 
results, but i t  is remarkable that  ,Iielampsora pinitorqrra could attack other 
conifers than P i n u s .  I t  is necessary to  take into consideration the exjstence 
of several X e l a m p s o r a  species under ;l lelampsora popul ina (Pers.) Lev. and 
AJIelampsora salieina Ltiv. with L a r i x  and Abies  as a conifer host (G.~uaravv 
1939). 
The fungus' biology was described in the latter half of the 1800's. SYLVES 
(1917) has surnmarised this literature in a very meritorious way. For half a 
century hardly any work of a similar scope has been devoted to ;\Ielampsora 
on P i n u s .  The fungus' sperrnogones and acio spores appear on P i n u s  species 
towards the end of shooting. The acio stage is developed as a caeoma. Uredo 
spores and telio spores occur on the leaves of various Populus species. The 
occurrence of the fungus on Populus  will not be treated of here; there is extensive 
literature on the subject and mention can be made of REGLER (1957). The telio 
spores spend the winter on the dead aspen leaves and in the spring they 
germinate with basidies, from which basidio spores again infect pines a t  the  
time of shooting. On certain species of Populus  the fungus can spend the 
minter in buds; in this connection REGLER (1957) verifies earlier works by 
KLEBAHN (1938). Similar reports have been made by MORIONDO (1956, 1961). 
The extensive presence of twist rust on pine during the early summer has 
usually been connected with damp weather conditions in the spring and 
early summer. This phenoinenon has been discussed by SYLVEN (1918); 
REGLER (1957) has described research into the question; KLINGSTRON (1963) 
studied the way in which the telio spores' ability to germinate changes under 
the influence of different climatic conditions. The behaviour of the fungus 
has been regarded as an example of so-called exposition resistance G . i u a r ~ m  
(1951). The pines are susceptible to the fungus only for a limited time during 
shooting, and only if this critical period coincides with the dissemination of 
spores, which in its turn is influenced by climatic factors, does infection occur. 
Thus exposition resistance does not signify resistance in the ordinary mean- 
ing, but  arises when the dissen~ination of spores does not take place a t  the 
time when the pine is receptive. The following will touch on several matters 
which indicate that climatic factors do not constitute a complete explanation 
of the fungus' occurrence. Despite the fact tha t  X e l a m p s o r a  pinitorqua can 
he regarded as an almost classic subject in forest pathology, knowledge con- 
cerning the biology of the fungus is in many respects unsatisfactory. 
LIIelanqxora pini forqua occurs ill the whole of Europe and in adjacent 
parts of Korth Asia and may be growing in importance as a parasite. 
Pine is susceptible to  the disease a t  virtually all ages. KARDCLL (1962,1966) 
shows tha t  pines more than 50 years old can also be attacked. The most 
important practical aspect of tn i s t  rust is the damage i t  inflicts on young 
plants, and the younger the pines zre the greater the risk that  the plants 
~7ill die or suffer permanent injury. In the most favourable cases the wound 
formed during the fungus' acidio stage heals and only a srnall scar remainsin 
the bark. In other cases a number of defects tha t  lead to a lowering of 
quality result from the attack. The terminal leader can be bent and the 
damage can remain in the  form of a deformed bottom log. Very often the 
terminal leader is bent and breaks off a t  the site of the  wound caused by the 
fungus. The result can be the formation of several stems and unsuitable 
branch angles a t  the wound. The lower part  of a broken terminal leader often 
lives for several years and results in a troublesome vertical branch. 
The lasting damage is thus in the form of defects leading to inferior quality 
and a certain reduction in terminal growth. The latter can be particularly 
bothersome in those parts of Sweden n here other parasites of the Phac id ium 
infestans and Scleroderris lager bergii type can darnage the plants, more partic- 
ularly before they have grown above snow level. 
In connection with the discussion of ways to counteract darnage from 
JIelampsora pinztorqua attention has also been paid to the possibility of 
hereditary resistance. G A ~ R I S  (1939) considered tha t  he had discovered a 
correlation between the 1,000 grain weight and the ,'llelampsora frequency, 
but this has been refuted by among others TROSCHANIN (1952). 
RENSERFEL~ (1954) and BERGMA~U (1934) have published reports indicating 
tha t  different clones can have varying degrees of susceptibllity to the 
disease. This material is limited and both works deal with the same clones. 
KLINGSTRORI (1963) has also shown tha t  there can be great differences be- 
tween clones. The differences are in this instance similar both after spon- 
taneous infection and following inoculation for several years. EKLUADH 
EHRESBERG (1963) has found tha t  differences also exist betweenprogenies. 
Yos~tov  (1938) has mentioned differences between provenances and between 
stands after soning or planting. 
SCHUTT (1964, 1965) and HATTC~IER (1965) have described differences 
between progenies after open pollination. In this case too both authors worked 
with the same progenies. The above comments concern P i n u s  silvestris only. 
ILLY (1966) has described differences between progenies of P i n u s  pinaster. 
2. Melampsora pinitorqua on 75 progenies of Pinus 
silvestris plus trees 
A. Pine material 
Progenies were made available by the research stations a t  Brunsberg, 
about 180 miles west of Stockholm, and Krat te  hlasugn, about 96 miles 
north-west of Stockholm. Tlle crossings had been carried out in 1958 and 
1959 according to methods described by EKLUNDH EHRENBEKG SL SIMAK 
(1957) and BLOMQVIST (1961). The material was cultivated a t  the stations 
and in the spring of 1963 was taken over by the Department of Forest 
Botany for planting in a nursery near Sodertalje, about 18 miles south-west 
of Stockholm. The material consists of approx. 7,000 plants and the crossing 
plan can be seen in tables 1 and 4. 
I t  was decided to space the plants a t  50 x 100 cm. The planting area 
measured 25 x 150 m and the material was divided into three blocks. Each 
block consisted of three 25-row parcels with 25-30 pines per row of each 
crossing. For technical reasons there was no randomization between the 
rows which of course is a drawback. Each plant tha t  was not ob~iously 
malformed, physically damaged or stagnate, was recorded during the latter 
part of July 1964, 1965, and 1966 with regard to the number of caeoinata on 
thc terminal leaders and first whorls. A record was also kept of the length 
of tlie terminal leaders and in 1967 an attempt was made to assess the degree 
of permanent damage. This took into consideration only serious faults tha t  
could be regarded as having economic consequences, such as double top, 
vertical branches, marked crookedness, etc., and nhere  in all probability 
,lIelampsora could be regarded as the cause. 
B. Registration methods 
I t  is uncertain how ;\Ielampsora frequency can best 11e measured as there 
are no generally accepted norms. The registration of the number of attacks 
per pine does not take into account the size of the trees or the fact tha t  tlie 
number of shoots in tlie whorls varies. SYLVEN (1917) gavea detailed account 
of LYIelampsora pini torpin and to some extent number of attacks on terminal 
leaders and first whorl. 
Attack per shoot does not take into account the length of the shoots or 
the physiological differences between leaders and first wliorls. Tlle per- 
centage of pines without attack or the percentage of diseased pines per prog- 
eny recorded by S C H U ~ I  (1964) put  a tree with negligible damage together 
with those tha t  have suffered any number of attack. This has already been 
pointed out by HATTEMER (1965). ILLY (1966) has tried to assess the damage 
with the help of a scale of five grades. 
The percentage of pines with permanent damage is from a practical aspect 
most interesting, although this n a y  of recording pine tnis t  rust has not 
been used. There are in general few works of a practical nature to cite (cf. 
KAKDELL 1962, 1966). Attaclis on terminal leaders is both more usual and 
of greater practical in~portance than attacks of first whorls. W l ~ e n  assessing 
somewhat older pine plants the number of attacks per cm terminal leader 
can he a practical way of measuring pine twist rust. Different assessment 
norms have been included in table 1 for the sake of comparison. These are: 
attack per cm terminal leader; attack per leader; percentage healthy pines; 
percentage n ith permanent damage. 
Furtherniore i t  is generally unknown how the majority of environmental 
factors influence the occurrence of AIIelampsora. For the time being uniform 
req~~irements a t  least should be drawn up concerning the age and treatment 
of pine plants when testing the progenies. Certain information regarding 
the effect of soil conditions on Melampsora-damage on pine is contained in 
T R O S C H ~ Y I Y  (1952). The greatest differences according to this work seem 
not to be in the attack frequency but possibly in tlie percentage distribution 
between damage with and without lasting effect. 
C. Orientation from mean values 
The progenies examined here were not produced with Jlelumpsora pini- 
forquct in mind and the material need not be especially suitable for studying 
differences in attack frequency between progenies. The choice of parent 
trees was based on quality characteristics, ANDERSON (1966). On tlie other 
hand a collation of attack frequencies concerning Nelumpsora on such a 
large number of progenies can be of some importance as a reference in future 
breeding work. This concerns in the first instance the 53 progenies from the 
Kratte lllasugn Station (Table 1). 
Tlie material is summarized in tables shoning the mean values. An attempt 
is also made to make a statistical analysis of a selection of the progenies. 
Concerning the mean values the figures are for: a) attack per terminal 
leader, b) attack per cin terminal leader, c) percentage unattaclied pines. 
Thus the entire material is grouped as follows: 
I. Tlie whole of the Kratte LIasugn Station material is recorded in table 1, 
wliich has been arranged according to the 1963 values for attack per cm 
leader. 
Table 1. Summary of Melampsora pinitorqua attacks recorded according to different norms and concerning 
progenies from Pinus silvestris clones from the Kratte Masugn Station. The values are shown according 
to the 1965 grading of attacks per cm leader. Approx. 75-90 pines in each progeny. Material divided into 
three blocks. 
'lus trees Attacks per cm Attacks per :(,unaLLaclied 
leader I learler 1 pines 
24,2 27,5 34,9 1959 30,7 
28,3 28,3 36,2 1959 42,2 
25,s 32,O 34,2 1959 39,O 
24,9 28,9 34,6 1959 13,2 0111) 54 pine 
24,7 28,3 32,s 1959 38,4 
25,2 31,s 35,s 1959 51,9 
24,O 25,9 33,5 1959 37,6 
26,1 32,3 3 3 3  1959 29,s 
25,5 33,7 41,4 1959 19,2 
24,5 29,5 33,6 1959 32,5 
27 , i  35,1 39,4 1958 43,3 
22,3 28,s 30, l  1959 55,l  only 5 4  pme 
21,9 32,1 35,2 1959 34,6 
18,7 29,2 35,5 1959 27,s 
23,5 29,9 35, l  1959 34,5 
24,3 29,2 34,6 1959 31,s  
24,4 32,6 34,s  1959 39,9 
20,8 32,2 46,6 1958 24,s 
29,-1 38,s 43,7 1958 38,6 
24,O 28,9 36,8 1959 60,7 only 55 pine 
25.1 33,7 39,6 1958 25,s 
28,s 36,7 45, i  1958 58,4 
18,9 24, i  31,9 1959 21,2 
25,s 31,3 37,2 1959 48,9 
25,O 33,3 35,O 1959 33,7 
26,7 35,O 39,9 1958 46,6 
29,O 33,1 39,5 1959 G7,5 only 52 pine 
26,2 35,2 42,s 1958 32,9 
27,O 35,6 40,4 1958 46,6 
29,s  37,2 41,9 1958 45,2 
26, l  32,2 36,8 1959 51,s 
24,2 34,4 40, l  1958 56,s 
26,7 38,7 44,3 1958 45,3 
26,4 32 , i  39,9 1958 23,6 
27,O 37,4 40,G 1958 33,O 
28,6 38,s 44,2 1958 33,5 
21,s 34,2 40,4 1958 28,1 
26,3 34,3 40,3 1958 44,4 
25,6 36,6 43,4 1958 18,9 
29,s  39,5 45,l 1958 42,6 
26,9 41,s 45,l 1958 33,s 
30,5 42,3 43,8 1958 4 3 3  
24,2 30,s 35,4 1958 52,O 
26,3 35,s 41,l 1958 49,,5 
24,7 31,8 36,8 1958 30,1 
30,4 36,s 40,9 1958 4 9 3  
29,3 39,4 44,2 1958 35,9 
27,9 36,9 41,s 1958 59,s 
30,O 35,l  40,1 1958 37,') 
28,4 31,7 39,2 1958 40,0 
26,7 32,9 39.3 1958 46,5 
29,O 35,1 40,O 1958 62,2 
21,4 32,4 31,6 1958 70,1 olil? 5-1 pine 
11. Two summaries comprising 3 male clones x 3 female clones have been 
compiled from table 1. These are shown in tables 2 and 3. These summaries 
are based entirely on the presence of the greatest possible number of male 
clones x female clones in the material in question. The progenies of these 
clones will for the most part be found in one half of the summarizing table 1, 
which makes the material less suitable if i t  is the intention to  investigate 
whether there are any differences a t  all between progenies where the occur- 
rence of Melampsora  pinitorqua is concerned. 
111. The progeny material from the Brunsberg Station, 7 male clones x 3 
female clones is summarized in table 4. The Brunsberg material is included 
only as an orientating guide in current breeding programmes. Above all 
the choice of pollen origin gives an unusual geographic distribution on the 
side of the father (France-Siberia). 
Table 1 indicates the scope in relation to pine twisting rust of a more 
comprehensive breeding matrrial directly connected with current breeding 
work. The summaries in table 2-4 have been made to illustrate as simply 
as possible eventual relationship with parent trees. These should be regarded 
as an introduction to the statistical analysis below. 
Table 2 and 3 show tha t  
X 2201 is consistently positive male clone 
X 4207 is consistently positive female clone 
X 4203 is a negative male clone 
Z 1000 is a negative female clone 
Where the Brunsberg material is concerned i t  is more difficult to detect 
tendencies tha t  can be traced to  parent trees. The ralues change from year 
to  year and there appears to be no palpable and constant connection with 
Melampsora.  
D. A preliminary analysis of the material 
In collaboration with the Department of Forest Biometry a t  the Royal 
College of Forestry an attempt was also made to  analyse the two alternatives 
from the Kratten material and the entire Brunsberg material as randomized 
blocks. The formal requirements for the analysis-randomization of the 
treatments (= progenies) within blocks-were, as already pointed out, not 
met. For this reason significant values regarding treatments must be inter- 
preted with great caution. 
An analysis of variance of the number of attacks by pine twisting rust 
resulted in significance both for block effects and treatment effects. Further 
analysis suggests tha t  some of the  differences between treatments can 
depend on differences as regards the length of terminal leaders and the num- 
Table 2. Summary of mean values from table 1 for 3 male clones X 3 female clones 
concerning the occurrence of Melampsora pinitorqua. 
a = attackslterminal leader, b = attackslcm terminal leader, c = O/, nnattacked pines 
+ indicates lowest mean values for Melampsora-attack 
- ,, highest ,, 
2, 9 ,  7, 3, 
Alternative I 
X 4203 1 2201 Mean value 
mark 
- 
Mean value 0.37 0.45 - 0.23 + 0.35 




S 2209 0.54 0.73 0.43 0.57 
0.016 0.021 0.012 0.016 + b 
1 2 3  1 1 8  1 5 1  1 3 1 - 1 ;  
Mean value 0.52 0.79 - 0.42 + 0.58 
0.016 0.022 - 0.013 + 0.017 b 
3 4  2 4 + 3 5  1 :  
Table 3. Summary of mean values from table 1 for 3 male clones X 3 female clories 
concerning the occurrence of Melampsora pinitorqua. 
a = attackslterminal leader, h = attackslcm terminal leader, c = O/, unattacked pines 
+ indicates lowest mean values for iMelampsora-attack 
- ,, highest ,, ,, ,, ,) ), 
Alternative I1 
S 1203 S 2201 Mean value 
S 4207 0.55 0.31 0.19 0.35 + 
0.019 0.013 0.009 0.014 + 1 23 3 7  6 2  4 1  + I !  
Z 4404 0.35 0.99 0.44 0.59 
0.013 0.034 0.015 
2 9  9 3 3  1 2 : ' 0 2 1 - l !  
1Iean value 0.54 0.63 - 0.38 + 0.51 
0.020 0.023 - 0.015 + 0.019 b 
2 7  2 3 4 5 + i 3 2  1 :  
Z 4404 0.80 0.63 0.24 0.56 - 
0.023 0.019 0.008 0.017 - b 
I 2 3  3 7  2 4 :  
hIean value 0.69 - 0.45 0.33 + 0.49 
0.019 - 0.014 0.011 + 0.015 
1966 
Z 2016 1.22 0.94 0.59 0.92 
0.031 1 9  0.027 I 2 5  0.017 1 8 - 1 1  0.025 b 
X 4207 1.22 0.87 0.26 0.78 + 
0.027 0.024 0.009 0.020 + 
1 3  2 6  9 3 3  + I  
Z 4404 1.27 1.32 0.45 1.01 - 
0.032 0.033 0.012 0.026 - 
6 1 6 3 8  2 1 1  1 :  
Xean value 1.21 - 1.05 0.43 + 0.90 
0.030 - 0.028 0.013 + 0.024 b 
/ I 0  - 2 0  4 1  2 4  1 :  
Table 4. Summary of mean values for progenies from the Brunsberg Station, 7 male clones X 3 
female clones concerning the occurrence of Melampsora pinitorqua. 
a = attacks/terminal leader, b = attacks/cm terminal leader, c = % unattacked pines 
+ indicates lowest mean values for Melampsora-attack 
- ,, highest ,, 3, 9, 9, 99 
LT8gsjo- Klov- Ydre- Frank- Sibirien \\ :: :::: ih:::ri :k: 1 cp17 1 1 M a n  Re- vattnet  value marks 
S 6256 0.39 0.13 0.19 
0.022 0.009 0.013 1 52 1 61 62 
Mean 0.33 - 0.17 s 0.24 
value 0.019 0.011 + 0.015 ! 56 i 59 i 56 
* Total of only 46 plants, in other progenies 80-90 pines. 
ber of terminal leaders. This analysis was made through analysis of corari- 
ance with terminal leader length and the number of pines in the  progenies, 
inter alia as so-called concomitant variables. When the linear influence of 
terminal leader length and the number of pines has been eliminated a cer- 
tain variation remains, which could possibly be of a genetic nature. Further- 
more, the values for certain treatments have been divided into components, 
which correspond with the father and mother trees represented in the 
material. 
The analysis, table 5, 6, and 7, should be considered together with the sum- 
maries in table 2, 3, and 1, which treat of the same pine material. Alelampsora 
rust displays block effects, but also certain t rea t~nen t  effects and general 
combining ability. 
3. Discussion 
Practically all the information concerning resistance to Alelampsora on 
pines in the literature cited above stems from more or less fortuitously 
recorded data on spontaneously infected pine. The information has often 
been intended for quite different purposes, e.g. genetic variation without 
regard to parasitic attack in the first place EKLUSDH EHRENBEKG (1963), 
research into Lophodermium S C H ~ T T  (1964, 1965), HATTEMER (1965); the 
material referred to  above, however, is intended for studying Peridermium. 
Moreover the information concerning the occurrence of 12.lelampsora refers 
only to isolated years. 
For a study of the hereditary transmission of resistance i t  is necessary to  
give Xelarnpsora a central position in the  collection of plant material and in 
making the desired crossings. ilIeanwhile, leads, suggestions and practical 
observations can be gained from other works. The material used here shows 
tha t  information from one year can give convincing values, while those for 
another year taken from the same material can be highly contradictory. 
Thus the need for repeated experiments over a number of years is patent. 
Studies of Melurnpsora on pine aimed a t  resistance breeding are therefore 
still in their embryonic 'stage. Both the way of recording the amount of 
Jlelampsora and methods of inoculation must be discussed. The material on 
which the above summary is based concerns progenies only and in this way 
distinguishes itself from previous studies of Melumpsora. The pine material 
is consequently more clearly defined and the desired crossings can be repeated. 
The material indicates, however, tha t  there are certain differences in attack 
frequency between progenies, on which grounds there is every reason for 
Table 5. Analysis of the Kratte Masugn Station material. 
Alternative I 
Mother  trees: S 4207, Z 1000, S 2209 
F a t h e r  Irccs: Z 1401-, S 4203, S 2201 
1964 
A\nalysir of Concomit. Blocli- T r e a t ~ l i e n t  31ale Felllale 
variables variables effect (progeny) ? X  j 
Analysi? of Concomit. Block- T r e a t m e n t  31ale Fcnlale 
variables variable5 effect (progen? ) 3 x 8  
A \ n a l ~  sis of Concornit. Block- Treatment 
effect (progenj ) 3Iale Female variables variables 9 x 8  
I>egend: * * *  strongly significant (P < 0.001) 
:rQignifica~lt (0.01 > P > 0.001) 
* almost significant (0.05 > P > 0.01) 
Cf reservation in text  
Significant values of treatments must he interpreted with great caution as the progenies 
are not randomized within blocks. 
variabel z, number of pines 
x, total  length terminal leaders 
z, number first whorl shoots 
r, numher completely unattaclied pines 
X, length in crn completely unattaclied terminal leaders 
z6  number first whorl shoots on unattaclied pines 
y, number atlaclrs, leaders 
yz numl~er  attacks, first whorls 
y, dead leaders 
y4 dead first vhorl  shoots 
Table 6. Analysis of the Kratte Masugn Station material 
Alternative I1 
Mother trees: Z 2016, X 4207, Z 4404 
Father trees: X 4501, X 4203, X 2201 
1964 
Analysis of Concornit. Block- Treatment lIale Female 
variables variables effect (progeny) 9 x 8  
Analysis of Concornit. Block- Treatment 
variables rariables effect (progeny) AIalc Female 9 x 3  
1966 
Analysis of Concomit. Block- Treatment 
variables variables effect (progenj) 3Iale Female ? x d  
Iv, N1 * :5 * ***  * 
.Tg :5 ;X * :5 * 
EI1 x2 * * *  * 
W1 N,, N, * 
Legend: ***  strongly significant (P < 0.001) 
**  significant (0.01 > P > 0.001j 
* almost significant (0.05 > P > 0.01) 
Cf reservation in text  
Significant values of treatments must be interpreted with great caution as the  progenies 
are not randomized vithin bloclis. 
variabel a., nu~nbe r  of pines 
z, total length terminal leaders 
.v3 number first vihorl shoots 
z, number completely unattaclted pines 
zj length in cm completely unattacltcd tcriui~lal eaders 
x6 number first ~ l l o r l  shoots on urlattacltcd pines 
y1 number attacks, leaders 
:j2 number attacks, first whorls 
y3 dead leaders 
y4 dead first whorl shoots 
Table 7. Analysis of the Brunsherg Station material 
RIotller trees: S 3006, S 32d4, S G2JG 
Father Lrccs. S 3098, En 25, En 16, Up 16, Up 17, Sm 60, S 3243 
1961 
Analysis of Concomit. Elock- Treatment 
variables variables effect (progeny) Male Female q ><  ; 
Analysis of Concornit. Block- Treatment 
variables r a r ~ a l ~ l e ~  effect (progeny) Male Female I.:; 
Analysis of Concornit. Blocli- Treatment hIale Felllale 
variables variables effect (progeny) G x S  
Legend: * * *  strongly significanl (P < 0.001) 
I*  significalit (0.01 > P > 0.001) 
* almost significant (0.05 > P > 0.01) 
Cf resernt ion  in text  
Signnficant values of treatments must he interpreted nitii great caution as the progellies 
are not randomized within blocla. 
variabcl z, number of pines 
x, total length terminal leaders 
x3 number first wliorl shoots 
rc, number completely unattacked pines 
x5 length in cm completely unattaclied terminal leaders 
1, number first whorl slioots on uuattaclied pines 
y1 number attacks, leaders 
y, number attacks, first ~ h o r l s  
g3 dead leaders 
y4 dead first vhorl  shoots 
continuing the work on resistance breeding. In the shorter term i t  is likely 
tha t  studies of the  effects of fertilization or systemic fungicides can give 
practical results. 
If one could prove general combining ability according to the analysis 
of variance ancl covariance in conjunction with the occurrence of Melampsor.a 
this could be regarded as a good condition for genetic gain in pine seed or- 
charcls always based on a number of clones. I t  mould also be indicative of a 
real connection between the parent tree and progeny. 
The work has endeavoured to  dram attention to the difficulty of record- 
ing the disease in an unexceptionable way. Taken overall, the plant height 
has increased from 0.5 to  2.0 m in the four years the work lasted. 
Irrespective of how the disease is recorded-attack per pine, attack per 
shoot, attack per cni of terminal leader, the percentage of healthy pines, 
dead pines, or pines that  sustained lasting economic damage-there is a 
great amount of work invol\ed in dealing with such large plants. If this not 
withstanding i t  was decided for instance to record attack per centiinetre of 
terminal leader as constituting a reasonable criterion so far as the  older 
plants are concerned, there remains the objection tha t  the permanent defect 
-recorded for the Kratten material, table 1-does not appear to be entirely 
compatible with the  number of attacks. I t  is after all this defect, in addi- 
tion to  a certain decline in height growth, tha t  is of inlportance. I t  is there- 
fore fitting to investigate whether progeny testing might not be carried out 
using 1 or 2 year old plants tha t  have been inoculated under control. In this 
case the recording could be limited to concern attacked or unattacked pine 
plants. I t  would be possible in this way to avoid the bothersome recording 
of top and first whorls separately together with the  corresponding attack 
frequencies. Early recording is preferable in every respect, but i t  is necessary 
to  examine how such early recording correlates to later damage and per- 
manent defects caused by twist rust after the regeneration stage. 
I t  would also seem easier to  influence sel~eral environmental factors in a 
quite different way if a drastic reduction could be made in the size of the 
test area. I t  is certainly possible, in a plastic greenhouse for instance, to 
bring about a uniform dissemination of spores from aspen leaves in combina- 
tion with suitable irrigation. 
The reason for the contradictory results of tests tha t  have been repeated 
for several years may be sought partly in a complex variation of environ- 
mental factors and in irregular spontanous infection. One of the few measures 
tha t  can be taken in experiments of large field size is to spread aspen leaves 
with telio spores on the ground so as to in this way increase the likelihood 
of a more uniform infection. Climatic factors will nevertheless be decisive in 
studies of large pine inaterial where i t  is impracticable to  give each pine 
individual treatment. 
The investigation described above has thus in general attempted to 
illustrate the Jle lampsora problem in conjunction nit11 field tests. The next 
section will deal with questions of a physiological nature in an endeavour to 
gradate the  interplay between host and parasite. 
In connection with the field tests i t  might be mentioned tha t  certain 
insect damage is more coininon in regenerations with a high Melampsora 
frequency, BOHNER (1932), KEGLER (1957). I t  can be added that  insect 
larvae often choose to eat the actual fungus tissue in the  developing caeoma. 
I t  has also been noticed tha t  in very damp years a number of fungi appearin 
combination with Jle lampsora,  and tha t  in consequence the damage tends 
to be more extensive. In this connection genera such as F u s a r i u m ,  Alternarzcc, 
Bo f ry t i s ,  S r d o w i a  (= Sclerophoma, cf. BUTIX 1963, 1964) are common. 
No extensive attempt to assess the economical aspect of the damage 
caused by the fungus has heen made. The fungus occurs in the whole of 
Europe and the adjacent parts of North Asia and its significance as a para- 
site varies. Concerning Swedish conditions KARDCLL (1966) has tried to aua- 
lyse the cost of certain measures, e.g. the correction of double top and 
similar defects in reforestation. The only counter measure that  can be taken 
a t  the present time is to  exterminate the alternate host, the aspen, which 
involves very considerable practical difficulties. P Z ~ I U S  contorta has to a 
certain extent replaced P i n u s  silvesfris in some parts of the Sorrland coast- 
land. In the long term i t  may be necessary to resort to the breeding of pines, 
tha t  are resistant to twist rust. There are no chemical fungicides with which 
to combat the fungus nhen i t  is present on pines or to  use against teilo 
spore germination on aspen leaves on the ground. 
11. Melampsora pinitorqua on Pinus silvestris 
and in relation to growth inhibitors 
1. Approach to a study of Melampsora pinitorqua and 
growth regula~ing substances 
I t  was noticed a t  an early stage tha t  Melampsora  pinitorqua is niore 
common on terminal leaders than on first whorl, S \ - L ~ E X  (1917), KLISG- 
STRORI (1963). The examination of progenies also sho\vs almost without 
exception that  the average length of terminal leaders on cankered pines is 
greater than tha t  of terminal leaders of pines without pine twist rustwithin 
the progenies (Fig. 1). The material is taken from table 3. The relationship 
between the length of the fully-developed shoot and the processes thatre- 
gulate the actual course of infection is not known. Similar details con- 
cerning the influence of plant height have been recorded by EKLUNDH 
EHRENBERG (1963), S C H ~ T T  (1964), KARDELL (1966); and ILL\- (1966) 
contends that  the more vigorous a plant is, the greater the lilielihoocl tha t  it 
will be attacked. I t  would appear easy to assume -that growth regulating 
substances in P i n u s  siluestris affect the occurrence of ,llelampsora pinitorqua, 
either directly or indirectly. hloreover, clone inaterial is available tha t  for 
many years has been the subject of study with regard to pine twist rust, and 
that  has consistently displayed a high and low attack frequency, BERGMAN 
(1954), RENNERFELT (1954), KLINGSTKORI (1963). The above has formed the 
basis of research into Jle lampsoru pinitorqua and growth regulating sub- 
stances in P i n u s  siluestris. 
There are 1-ery few works dealing with growth regulators in P i n u s  siluestris, 
and earlier works make practically no reference to the connection between 
resistance and growth regulators cf. e. g. GIERTYCH (1964), KOZLOWSI~I (1964). 
On the other hand there is a wealth of literature on differences betn-een 
healthy and diseased plant parts with reference to growth regulating sub- 
stances, these have been suinmarised by SEQUEIRA (1962), or changed physio- 
logical processes, RICH (1963), Tonr~\-im.~ (1963), S H A ~ -  (1967). 
Earlier reports on differences in the arnount of growth regulating sub- 
stances in various parts of the crowns of pine species are contradictory. 
GIERTVCH and FORWARD (1966) describe a distinct gradient in growth re- 
Fig. 1. Co~nparisons \F-ilhin progenies hetveen the ax-eragr length of tcrminal leadcrs in 
healthy pines and  t ha t  of pines al tacked by Xelcc~~ipsoi'cr p i n i t o r q m .  
T h e  average length of terminal leaders in healthy pines in Lhe diagram = 0. 
gulator le\ els in P i n r ~ t  levnoscr shoning the  highest x d u e s  in the  lower pa r t  
of the  cronn.  Also differences betneen the  top  and the  first whorl are cle- 
scribed. This does not  exclude the  possibility t h a t  theie 1s a connection he- 
t n  eel1 susceptibility t o  J l e l a ~ n p s o ~  a pznztol qutr and gron t h  regulator content. 
2. Materials and methods 
The d u e n a  coleoptile s trrrighfgrowfh f e s f s  \+ere carried out  a t  the  Department 
of Botany, University of Stockholin according to  methods described by HEM- 
BERG (1958). Oat seeds (var. Brighton) mere swelled and germinated for 4 
days; the  first day the  oat  seeds are kept on moist filter paper a t  -/- 15" C 
in darkness, on the second day artificial light is added (incandescent light. 
25 \\--50-100 cm). The third to fourth days the coleoptiles arc cultivated 
in mater saturated s eriniculite in total darliness a t  , 24-25°C and 50-90 O, 
re la the  air humidity. (During the fourth clay the coleoptiles are irradiated lor 
three hours \ ~ i t h  red light, PF 501 E about 20 hours before use.) 
Coleoptiles n i t h  lengths betveen 20-25 inn1 were selected. B u t  in every 
special test the limits were narromer, 20.0-22.3 rnm or 22.5-25.0 min. One 
5 inn1 section was cut froin each coleoptile 3 inin below the  tip. Different 
compounds ,  strips o f  c h r o n ~ a t o g r a m s ,  or fractions separated b y  gelfi l tration 
were placed i n  small beakers  and t o  these  were  added 4 m l  citrate b u f f e r  
(approx .  pH 4.2)--0.248 g n ~ o n o p o t a s s i u m  ci trate ,  16 g glucose, and 1 g T w e e n  
80 per l i tre.  T e n  coleoptile sections were placed i n  each beaker  for  approx .  
20 hours  i n  darkness  and a t  ' 25OC and approx .  70-80 0,6 relative air h u m i -  
d i t y ;  t h e  bealiers were gent ly  shaken  during t h i s  t i m e  o n  a reciprocal shaker.  
T h e  cu t t ing  w a s  carried o u t  i n  green safe-light ( f luorescent  t u b e s  Philips T L  
20 W / l 7 - a n d  fi l ter-CEA 4 B ) .  At t h e  end o f  t h e  t e s t  t i ine  t h e  coleoptile 
sections were  measured i n  a dissecting microscope t o  t h e  nearest 0.1 mm. T h e y  
were compared w i t h  t h e  values  f r o m  control bealiers w i t h  all ingredients 
excep t  t h e  plant ex t rac t  or other  t e s t  compounds .  T h e  m e a n  value o f  10 
sections f r o m  each beaker  is compared w i t h  t h e  to ta l  m e a n  va lue  o f  t h e  con- 
trols as a percentage value.  T h i s  c a n  b e  found  i n  all essentials i n  sundry  
publications.  
T h e  c i trate  b u f f e r  used has  been  studied i n  t e s t s  m a d e  a t  t h e  Depar tmen t  o f  
B o t a n y ,  w h i c h  h a v e  shown  t h a t  inhibi t ion is clearly registered i n  straight 
growth t e s t s  using t h e  b u f f e r  i n  quest ion.  S t imula t ion ,  o n  t h e  o ther  h a n d ,  
w a s  n o t  so well def ined.  A d i f f e ren t  b u f f e r  solution (phospha te  b u f f e r )  is n o w  
i n  rout ine  use  i n  t h e  Depar tmen t ,  c f .  E L I A S S O X  (1969): IC2HP0,  0.01 31, citric 
acid 0.005 M, glucose 1.6 per cen t  and w i t h  pH approx.  5.0. 2 m l  o f  th i s  solution 
is used i n  each t e s t  beaker .  I n  t h i s  w o r k  t h e  newer m e t h o d  has  been  used 
o n l y  in some  o f  t h e  f inal tests--cf .  t e x t .  Further  i t  h a s  b e e n  used for  check- 
ing  t h e  coleoptile reactions i n  tab le  9 and i n  a f e w  t e s t s  w i t h  resin acids. 
Me lampsora  basidio spore germination test. A s p e n  leaves  w i t h  telio spores o f  
X e l a m p s o r n  w h i c h  were ready  t o  germinate  were  used i n  t h e s e  tes ts .  T h e  suitable 
t i m e  usual ly  coincides w i t h  t h e  shooting o f  Scots  pine. ICLIXGSTROM (1963)  
has  proved t h a t  t h e  spores' abi l i ty  t o  germinate  can  b e  poor i f  t h e  aspen leaves 
are gathered t o o  early. T h e  d r y  aspen leaves can  b e  stored for  a long t i ine  a t  a 
l o w  t empera ture  and retain  their  abi l i ty  t o  germinate.  Cool storage rooms  a t  
f 4°C and freezers a t  - 2s0C h a v e  b o t h  been  used w i t h  good results. 
I t  is plain t h a t  all telio spores o n  aspen leaves need n o t  w i t h  one  hundred  
per cen t  cer ta in ty  belong t o  Melan7psora pinitorqua, a l though  t h e  degree o f  
probabili ty i n  Swedish conditions c a n  b e  regarded as being q u i t e  high.  
T h e  germinat ion t e s t  w a s  conducted i n  t h e  following w a y .  T h e  aspen leaves 
were  mois tened i n  cold wa ter  (+ 4°C) for  one  n i g h t ,  a f t e r  w h i c h  t h e y  were 
p u t  i n  ordinary  Petri  dishes a t  + 15-20°C. Care was  t a k e n  t o  see t h a t  t h e  
leaves were nei ther  allowed t o  d r y  o u t  nor  t o  become  t o o  mois t .  I f  t h e  aspen 
leaves are gathered a t  t h e  r ight  m o m e n t  t h e  spores o f t e n  germinate  a f t e r  on ly  
one  hour-usually w i t h i n  24 hours-and t h e  basidies appear as a l ight  v e l v e t y  
surface over  t h e  dark  telio spore crusts.  I t  is n o t  possible t o  d e f i n e  t h e  t i m e  
more  accurately,  and i t  is necessary t o  de termine  t h e  germinat ion properties 
o f  t h e  t e s t  mater ial  f r o m  year t o  year. T h i s  c a n  b e  seen w i t h  t h e  ualted e y e  
or w i t h  slight magni f icat ion.  T h e  telio spores se ldom germinate  u n i f o r m l y  
over  t h e  entire leaf  surface. 
A s  soon as i t  w a s  possible t o  establish t h a t  t h e  telio spores had  started t o  
germinate ,  suitable pieces (approx .  1 c m 2 )  o f  t h e  aspen leaves w i t h  a b u n d a n t  
basidio spore format ion  were fas tened w i t h  a drop o f  wa ter  t o  t h e  unders ide  
o f  t h e  cover o f  a Petri  d ish  containing wa ter  agar ( 1  "/,), so t h a t  t h e  basidio 
spores were able t o  fall on to  t h e  surface o f  t h e  agar. abou t  24 hours  a t  
+ 15-20°C i t  was possible to  establish tha t  a very high percentage of t he  
spores had germinated. 
In all experiments spores w-ere considered germinated when the  length of the 
germ tube equalled or exceeded spore diameter. 
I11 this work the  germination tests w-ere made in four-section Petri dishes 
of glass, each section containing 2 ml of water agar ( I  %). The materials tested 
were dissolved in ether, which was introduced uniformly to  the  entire surface 
of the agar in the  section concerned. The ether evaporated in a few seconds, 
after which the  basidio spores were introduced in the  manner described above. 
The result of the  spore germination test mas noted as an eventual inhibition 
of spore germination due t o  the  added test substances. hTo attention waspaid 
t o  eventual stimulation effects. In many cases the result is given as oneplus 
and one minus value, the  intention being to  ring in the interval where the  minus 
value denotes the  smallest quanti ty of a test substance t h a t  causes a definite 
inhibition of germination, while the corresponding plus value denotes the  
greatest quanti ty of the substance t h a t  has no effect. 
The entire method is simple and is not very sensitive to  changes in tem- 
perature and time during the test. The only exception is the actual fixing of 
the pieces of aspen leaves in the cover of the Petri dishes, as the  basidies are 
sensitive t o  drying and higher temperatures. This phase must be done fairly 
quickly. 
Certain variations in the  spore germination test  can well be considered. 
The substance introduced to  the agar surface can occasionally form crystals 
or other structures tha t  make i t  difficult to  note the  results. This can be 
avoided by setting the test substance in the agar. 
,4n extract of Scots p ine  material  was made according to FRANSSON (1953). 
Pine shoots from which the needles had been removed were ground in a tur-  
mix mill (approx. 10 sec.) together with a double amount by  volume 96 % 
ethanol (f5OC). This means t h a t  for 25 g of pine material, for instance, 50ml 
of ethanol was used. All details of fresh weight in relation to ethanol, chloro- 
form and ether are to  be interpreted on this basis throughout the entire 
description. The material was extracted for three hours ( + I s 0  C in darkness) 
and the  ethanol was changed 3 times. 
This extract was filtered on a Biichner funnel and evaporated a t  + 37OC 
in a rotary evaporator. The residue was then shalien for one hour with CHCl, 
(4 times fresh weight volume). This CHC1,-solution mas filtered and evaporated 
under vacuum as a b o ~ e  a t  + 37°C. The residue was shaken for three hours 
with distilled water (4 times fresh weight). The water was filtered and stored 
01-eruight (+13"C). The following day a saturated NaHC0,-solution mas 
added to  p H  8-9, after which the  mater was shaken 3 tiines with freshly 
distilled diethyl ether (double fresh weight quantity). The water was then 
made acid mith HCl to  p H  3.4 and again shaken 3 tiines with ether (double 
fresh \\eight quantity). The acid ether layer was in the  first place intended for 
further experiment. The ether layer was chilled for two hours a t  - 30°C so 
tha t  the  water was removed from the  ether by  freezing, after which the ether 
mas concentrated by evaporation, rotary evaporator as above. The finished 
extract was stored in nitrogen a t  - 20°C. After the taking of samples in the 
field the material mas protected from daylight, and low temperatures were 
aimed a t  in the course of the  work. 
During 1966 and 1965 freshly distilled ether was used. During final and 
supplementary esperiinents in 1968 and subsequently ether ~ ~ i t l l  a stabiliser 
was used (XILLINCKRODT (C,H,),O anhydrous analytical reagent). Differences 
which coulcl be linked with the change in the quality of the  ether coulcl not he 
traced. 
The inethod irlcludes several phases which should be discussed if the 17ork 
is to  continue. An attempt was made to  dispense with the ether shaking. The 
ether was replaced by chloroform, which is a t  least less explosive, but  the 
yield of inhibitory substances was considerably lower ( \ T T # ~ ~ ,  unpublished). 
The method described above concerned only the  preparation of small 
quantities of pine material, seldom over 100 g fresh weight. This results in 
the evaporation residue on the  flask walls before and after shaking with 
chloroform and with water appearing to  remain within tolerable limits. If on 
the other hand the  intention is to  prepare larger quantities, i t  is preferable 
to  use a method tha t  does not permit of an excessive residue, as this involves 
the  risk of obtaining an inferior yield. A method has been tried on an experi- 
mental basis t ha t  is more in keeping with established practice in organic che- 
mistry work. I t  can be outlined as follows: Extraction in ethanol, as above, 
and evaporation. The residue is shaken with a mixture of CHCl, and ethanol 
(3/1), which usually dissolves the entire evaporation residue. A viscous inass 
may still remain on the beaker wall, but  this too can be dissolved if small 
quantities of water are introduced-altliougl~ this siinultaneously increases 
the risk of foam forming later in the  process. The mixture is fractioned in a 
first step towards XaHC0,-solution and in a second step towards 0.5 N h-aOH, 
which aims a t  the preparation of organic acids and phenols respectively. I t  is 
possible to re-shake with CI-ICl,. Thus i t  should be possible by  using this 
method to  avoid the  basic ether shaliing. Both fractions are acidulated\vith 
HC1 to  p H  3.0-3.5 and fractionated with ether (the NaHCO,-fraction perhaps 
in a further step to  p H  1). The acid ether preparation does not in this case 
contain the green components which have been irterpreted as chloropllyll 
and related substances in comparison with the  preparation sequence described 
first, provided tha t  water is not introduced to  the chloroform-ethanol. These 
substances remain in the chloroforllz-ethaliol. Also other components arc 
absent, e.g. several substances with a high RP-value in accordance wit11 the  
summarising table 9. On the  other hand the  yield of other substances is rela- 
tively better, for instance the co~nponents with a low Rf-value shown in the  
samc table. V i thou t  having studied the  biologial effects in detail, i t  is neverthe- 
less safe to say tha t  the bicarbonate layer, as an acid ether extract, has a 
clear inhibitory effect on the  JIe1un~psor.a basidio spore germination test. 
After preliminary chromatography i t  appears t ha t  the inhibition for the  most 
par t  agrees with fraction 5 in table 9. 
Chromatography. In conjunction with above all the  coleoptile test material 
mas chrornatographed o n  paper. (TVhatman No. 1). Prior to  chromatograplly 
the paper was washed for one day with distilled H,O and for 2 to  3 days with 
the croinatographic solvent system for which the paper was intended. The 
washing was done in the  same way as a descending chromatography. 
Ascending chromatograms on 2.5 cin paper strips were used and the  solvent 
front  was alloviecl to  rise 15  cin. (Line application). The chromatograms were 
run  in tubes, one in each, a t  + 25°C in darkness in all essentials according t o  
SITSCH (1056) and HETIBERG (1958). Ethanol, 50 O , ,  according to  F R ~ S S O N  
(1953, 1950) and isopropanol-ammonia (sp.gr. 0.91)-nater (10011416 \ / v )  
according to  H c a r ~ r n ~  (1958) served as solvents in most of the orientating 
experiments. During 1966 the cl~romatograins were cut in 1 crn segments lor 
the bioassays, and later on the chromatogra~ns were cut in 10 segments 
corresponding to  Rf-units. 
For separation on TLC plates, only instant thin layer cl~romatography plates 
-TLC plates Silica Gel F,,, (Rlerck) 20 x 20 cm were used. For the most par t  
butanone(= ethylmety1ketone)-llexane (30/70 v/v) was used for separation in 
co~nbination with multiple development, which in this case means tha t  each 
plate was cllroinatographecl four times (2 x 6 and 2 x 12 cm). The plates 
were chromatographed in vessels of a suitable size (approx. 21 x 24 x 8 cm), 
which were carefully lined on the  inside with filter paper so as to  ensure 
saturation, and the gel coated side of the plate u a s  alviays turned obliquely 
towards the vessel wall. The temperature was + 2S0C, but  this affects the 
Rf-values less for instance than slight variation in the degree of concentration 
of the chroinatographic solvent system, personal dexterity, or appliedarnount. 
A special account of the work from whicl~ the above method was evolved mill 
be given by KITI v. T T E I ~ ~ E , -  < \ B E R G .  
For the studjing of cl~romatograms, sometimes in conjunction n i t h  photo- 
gi aphp, a Desava U ~ i s  has been used (cf. S T ~ I I L  1967). I t  i ~ ,  possible nit11 
the same film to  photograph partly in \isible light and partly in UY light 
366 m,u and 254 m,u. In this nork  hgfacolour CT 18 hasbeenused, andtheUYlight 
used a filter combination of UY + CClOhI CClOG + CCIOY and aperture8 
nit11 an exposure time of between 15 and 25 seconds. For ~ i s i b l e  light the 
usual exposure mas half a second mith aperatures between 11 and 16. The 
type of filter combination depends to  some extent on the type of indication 
g i ~ e n  by UT7 light. A Hasselblacl 500 C camera mas used. The method \%as 
used f ollonlng a discussion .i\ i th Dr ~ I ~ T T I  Y LRCSSI L \, Department of Food 
Chemistry, Helsinki 71, Finland, v h o  worked out  the filter coinbination. 
For the purpose of this experiment Ehrlich's reagent is l-dimethylamino- 
benzaldeh\.de. The reagent is norinally used to  s11ow the  presence of indole 
compounds but i t  also reacts to  many other substances, in this experiment, 
ior instance, to  certain organic acids and phenol-type substances. 
In accordance ~ ~ i t h  normal practice in the Department 2 g dirnethylamino- 
benzalclehyde mas mixed nit11 80 1111 ethanol, 3 ml H,O and 17 ml concentrated 
HCI. The reagent mas stored a t  - 4°C. The spray reagent differs somewhat 
from, for instance, S T ~ H L  (1067) NOS. 66 and 67. The a b o ~ e  method usually 
gives very distinct colour reactions on TLC plates. Certain phases are sensitive 
however; n h e n  the  plate has been sprayed completely ma t t  \ ~ i t h  the  reagent 
i t  should be narmed for 2 or 3 minutes a t  60-50°C under super\ision. If 
after heating the  coated side is protected by taping fast a glass plate of a sirnilar 
size, this mill prelerlt the 5 elloning of the chromatogram. 
3. Orientating experiment 
The original intention was to discover whether i t  was a t  all possible to  
produce an ether extract of pine shoots and to  relate this work to earlier 
works. In this connection the first step was to study the possibilityof using 
the Avena straight growth test as a bioassay, but  i t  was considered impor- 
t an t  to t ry  to  use Melampsora pinitorqua as a test organism for the ether 
extract of pine. A method was devised for testing the effect of the extract 
on the basidio spore germination of the fungus. Both the Avena test and the 
basidio spore germination test, as also the production of the  extract, are 
described in material and methods. The pine shoots were collected towards 
the  end of the shooting period which coincided with the formation of the 
pine twist rust acio spores. 
Linking up with FRAXSSON'S work (1953, 1959), an acid ether extract 
of Pinus silvestris terminal leaders was chromatographed on Whatman paper 
No. 1 with 70 % ethanol. These works were generally speaking all tha t  could 
be referred to as regards Pinus silvestris when the present work started in 
1966. The Avena straight growth test shows a distinct inhibition a t  Rf 
0.8-0.9, and the same inhibition occurs if one uses the  Melampsora hasidio 
spore germination test as a bioassay and eluates strips of the  paper chromato- 
grams in ether, see fig. 2. In contrast to  this, FRANSSON describes no in- 
hibitor effect. The material used by him consisted partly of three-week old 
pine plants and partly of two and three-year old stem and branch parts, 
which limits the  comparability. As far as can be determined, the method of 
producing the ether extract was the same as tha t  used by FRANSSON (1953). 
The same material was chromatographed with isopropanol-ammonia- 
water (100/14/6), a solvent system found to be very useful in studies of 
growth regulators in plant material, KEFFORD (1955), HEMBERG (1958). 
Both the Avena test and basidio spore germination indicate marked inhibi- 
tion a t  lower Rf-values in the  region of 0.4-0.6, see fig. 2. The inhibitors in 
ether extracts of Pinus silvestris correspond to  the inhibitor P complex of 
BENXET-CLARK & KEFFORD (1953)-see also HEMBERG (1961) and 
MILBORROW (1967). 
Eluations for the spore germination test cannot in this case, however, be 
made in ether direct but by an acid fractionation s ~ i t h  ether, which pre- 
sumably depends on the presence of NH, in the  solvent system. The chro- 
matograms were usually divided into 10 parts corresponding to Rf-units, 
70 % ethanol 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Fig. 2. Auena coleoptile assay of paper chromatogram sections of acid ether extract of 
Pinus silvestris terminal leaders. Progeny W 4642 x X 4501. Extract  from 0.5 g 
fresh weight. Left: 70 % ethanol. Right: isopropanol-ammonia-water (100/14/6). 
Final length of Avena coleoptilc segments in per cent of final length of control 
segments. Dotted lines = extremes of controls. 
which were put in test tubes with about 1.5 ml diluted HCl (pH 2.5) and 
1 ml ether. The tubes were shaken vigorously, and after a minute or so the 
ether could be removed with a pipette and the separation repeated once 
again. A similar procedure is described by MILBORROW (1967). The /3 inhibitor 
has pre~iously been described in Pinus resinosa and P. palusfris, GIERTYCH 
and FORWARD (1966), ALLEN (1960). The ,@complex probably also occurs 
in other conifers, BONGA and CLARK (1965), Couvv (1962), OGASAWARA 
(1966). 
In both these methods of chromatography the biologically active Rf- 
values give distinct colour reactions with Ehrlich's reagent, which suggests 
that  among other things indole compounds may be present. The colours 
can vary in shades of yellow, blue, violet and green for the given Rf-values, 
which suggests unsatisfactory separation of an unknown number of sub- 
stances. 
Butanol-propanol-ammonia-water (2/6/1/2) was also tested on thin layer 
plates as a comparison with an extensive work by MILBORROW (1967). MILBOR- 
ROW compares earlier reports on inhibitor P complex with the presence of 
(+)abscisin I1 and illustrates the possibility that  the inhibitor effect can in 
Butanol propanol ammonia water Butanone  hexane 
+41 1 
Fig. 3. dvena coleoptilc assay of chromatograms on T1.C:-plates (silica gel AIerck) 
with acid ether extract of Pinus silvestris terminal leaders. Progeny \V 4642 x 
S 4501. Extract  frorn 0.5 g fresh weight. Left: butanol-propanol-a1ni1io11ia-~~ate1~ 
(2/6/1/2). Right: Butanone-n-hexane (30/70) and multiple development (2 x 6 + 
2 x 12 cm). Final length of Auena coleoptile segments in per cent of final length 
of control segnients. Dotted lines = extremes of controls. 
many cases have been caused by (+)abscisin 11. In this case the same pine 
material gives a similar inhibition a t  Rf 0.4-0.5 in the duena test. Moreover 
basidio spore germination is inhibited a t  higher Rf-values, which suggests 
better separation and also tha t  more than one substance can be biologically 
active. Eluation for the spore germination test must, as in the previous case, 
be done via fractionation with acid ether. See fig. 3. 
MILBORROW used silica gel GF,,, (Nerck). In the above tests the same gel 
mas used in the form of instant TLC plates. Needless to  say, no conclusions 
will be drawn a t  this early stage as to the eventual presence of (+)abscisin 11. 
I t  can be seen from the above tha t  with the help of current methods i t  is 
possible to  study the biological effects of an acid ether preparation of Pinrzs 
silvestris terminal leaders. However, these methods include several less 
favourable details and phases, such as a less distinct separation on paper 
than on TLC plates, slow separation when water is present in the solvent 
systems, the need to  use an acid etherfractionation in connectionwithelua- 
tion of TLC plates and paper for further sporegermination test when ammonia 
is present. 
Developing with Ehrlich's reagent gives clear but  complex colour reac- 
tions; further, preliminary tests with gel filtration indicate tha t  the  acid 
ether extract can contain several substances, KLINGSTROM (1967). 
To make the picture more gradated a number of solvent systems were 
tested, the aim being by using chroniatography to obtain better separation. 
I t  transpired tha t  butanone-hexane (30170) and multiple development (2 x 6 
cm + 2 x 12 cm) on TLC plates gave a t  least 16 bands tha t  could be 
developed with Ehrlich's reagent and furthermore Rf-values tha t  appeared 
in UV light were observed. (In this connection there has been valuable 
collaboration with Forest Officer KIM VON \YEISSENBERG.) The method 
using multiple development has been described by among others STAHI, 
(1967). 
An acid ether extract of pine terminal leaders can in other words contain 
so many substances, that  considerable difficulties can be expected when 
making a chromatographic separation. There are with certainty several 
substances in the biologically active Rf-values mentioned above. 
The same pine material was chromatographed with butanone-hexane 
(30170) for further orientating bioassay. I t  mas discovered that  i t  is 
possible to scrape off the silica gel and put this straight in the vessel used 
for Avena test, see fig. 3. The most marked inhibition occurs here a t  Rf 
0.2-0.3. If there is doubt about the wisdom of adding the gel material 
to Avena test, bearing in mind the risk of eventual synergistic effects, 
I<IRCHZER (1967), i t  was found that  as a comparison i t  was possible instead 
to eluate thematerial in e.g. ether direct, without having to use the  acid 
fractionating described earlier. This is an advantage in the spore germina- 
tion test. 
If the substances are eluated from the silicagel before the coleoptileassay 
the readings tend to be somewhat greater than in the diagram, fig. 3. I t  
should also be noted tha t  the Rf-values vary somewhat depending on the 
amount chromatographed when using this solvent system. 
In the Melampsora basidio spore germination test inhibition occurs a t  the 
same Rf-values as for the duena test but also a t  higher Rf, in the case of this 
pine preparation a t  0.2-0.7. I t  is thus possible tentatively to assume tha t  
more than one substance is biologically active, and that  the Avena test and 
the spore germination test do not react in exactly the same way to the same 
substances or concentrations. 
The above tests concern only one acid ether preparation of pine using a 
uniform amount corresponding to 0.5 g fresh weight. Considerable variations 
occur between different pine materials, KLISGSTROM (1967). I t  has often 
been found suitable to start  with tests concerning the total acid ether extract 
without prior chromatography. 
A dilution series as given in fig. 4 shows exactly where the effect lies arid 
also the amounts tha t  can be suitable for e.g. chromatography. The figure 
also implies tha t  the Avena test is in this case somewhat more sensitive than 
the spore germination test. 
Fig. 4. Auena coleoptile assay of different amounts of total acid ether extract of Pinris 
silvestris terminal leaders. Progeny IT  -1642 x S 4501. Different amounts of ex- 
tract  corresponding to g fresh \\.eight. Final length of Avena  coleoptile segments 
in per cent of final length control segments. DoLLcc1 lines = extremes of controls. 
Il.lelampsora basidio spore germination indicated by +, no germination by -. 
The extract always contains varying amounts of impurities in the form 
of chlorophyll and related compounds. The colour of the  extract, however, 
can seldom be related to  its biological activity; this emphasizes the  need for 
orientating dilution series. An orientating spectrophotometric test gives 
distinct readings a t  660 and 400 mp, which can be taken to indicate the 
presence of chlorophyll, and also in the UV band a t  280 mp, which is typical 
for many indole compounds, and a very distinct reading a t  240 mp. 
Orientating experiments with the spore germination test were made with 
a number of other substances, for instance an acid ether extract from Po- 
pulus tremula, which was made available by Dr. ELIASSOX, Department of 
Botany, University of Stockholm and also the  substances listed in table 8. 
Tested as a total extract without prior chromatography, the Populus extract 
had a certain inhibiting effect. 
In the same way i t  should be possible to use aecio spores or uredo spores 
of e.g. Melampsora pinitorqua for bioassay when studying the occurrence of 
the fungus on Populus instead of Pinus. In principle this should be easier 
than working with basidio spores. TARIS (1965) has studied the germination 
of uredo spores. 
Table 8. Orientating experiment with some organic compounds and Melampsora basidio 













4. Melampsora pinitorqua on pine clones in relation to 
inhibitors 
During the first test year, 1966, samples vere  collected from clones tha t  
had previously been studied with regard to attack by Aielampsora, viz. Z 66, 
Z 4013, Z 4005, K L ~ G S T R O M  (1963) and Z 25 a n d X 4 2 0 7 , B ~ ~ ~ a f ~ ~  (1954) 
and R E ~ E R F E L T  (1954). 
The rnaterial was available on Teno, near Stockholm; the grafting material 
had previously been supplied by Svenska Cellulosa AB's pine seed orchard 
in Nedansjo. The samples were collected towards the end of axial extension 
when the fungus' caeomata mas discernible. The acid ether extract was studied 
partly by straight growth test and partly by germination test. The material 
was chromatographed on paper with 70 % ethanol as described in the 
earlier worlis cited above. 
Both clone groups showed that  clones with a low Melampsora frequency 
give a stronger inhibitor effect than clones n i t h  a high dfelampsora fre- 
quency. This holds good irrespective of whether Avena straight growth or 
Melampsora basidio spore germination is used as bioassay, see fig. 5 and 6. 
If the total acid ether fraction is studied further in a spectrophotometer a t  
200-340 mp i t  will be seen that  the preparations from clones with a low 
LVelampsora frequency have an appreciably greater absorbance over the  
whole wavelength scale than preparations from clones with a high attack 
frequency. The comparison concerns extract quantity per grain fresh weight. 
Thus the photometer curves indicate a greater absorbance for the extract 
from clone Z 66 with a low Melampsora frequency than for extracts from the 
Fig. 5. Auena coleoptile assay of paper chromatogram sections of acid ether extract of 
P i n u s  siloestris terminal leaders from different clones. Extract  from 0.1 g frcsh 
weight. 70 % ethanol as solvent system. Final length of Averla coleoptile segments 
in per cent of final length of control segments. Dotted lines = extremes of controls. 
195ZC 195 iX  .k id  ether extract corresponding to gram 
Clone Number of Caeornata fresh weight per terminal 
grafts caeomata leader 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.05 0.01 
* From Bergman 1954 and Klingstrom 1963. 
Fig. 6. Bioassay of acid ether fractions of P m u s  srluestrrs terminal leaders of different 
clones. Germination of Melampsora pmrtorqna basiclio spores on water agar with 
different a m o ~ m t s  of ether extract chromatographed with 70 ethanol, Rf 0.66- 
0.86. Critical interval determinatcd by t ~ o  or more replicates. Material collected 
a t  the end of axial extension. Germination +,  no germination --. 
other clones. The picture is not in proportion to the attack frequency in the 
field according to the  collation fig. 6. But  the clones have an interrelationship 
tha t  is compatible with the AIelampsora frequency. 
If there is a connection a t  all between 3Ielampsora frequency and the 
components in the acid ether extract, the result can be interpreted in such a 
way tha t  only some of the substances that  affect absorbancy have any con- 
nection with Melampsora frequency. 
The experiments made in the first year indicate partly that there can he 
big differences in preparations from different clones, and partly that  there 
can be a connection between strong resistance to Jlelampsor cc and a high con- 
tent of extractive substances (alternati~ely inhibitors) in the acid ether layer. 
This assumption is regarded as a new n a y  of tacliling a practical forestry 
problem and for this reason it was decided to repeat the experiments in 1967. 
Continued experiments in 1967. During 1967 mork was concentrated on 
clones Z 66, Z 4013, Z 4005 and Z 4009, which partly display great differences 
in susceptibility to pine twisting rust, and partly appear to be more reliable 
after being studied for several years. As before, the terminal leaders were 
collected towards the end of the shooting period. This coincided with the 
development of the first visible symptoms. Two acid ether extracts were 
made from each clone, and these were studied partly through Auena section 
test, partly through basidio spore gern~ination and partly photometrically. 
See fig. 7, 8, and 9. 
The pairwise preparations agree well n i t h  each other. 
The clones retain the same internal order as in 1966. 
The assumption remains tha t  the extractive amount correlates to the 
occurrence of Melampsora, and tha t  during shooting the clones can contain 
widely different amounts of inhibitors. 
The chromatographic technique used above, and which is based on earlier 
works dealing with Pinus siluestris, involves an incomplete separation, but 
by way of recompense a coherent inhibitor effect. JVith the aim of gradating 
the picture the acid ether extract was also chromatographed with isopropanol- 
ammonia-water (100/14/6) as solvent system for a further Avena test using 
a phosphate buffer. As was mentioned in Materials and methods, this buffer 
emphasizes the  stimulation effects. 
This comparative test shows tha t  clones with low \.Welampsora frequency, 
Z 66 and Z 4013, give an acid ether extract with a considerable inhibitor 
effect partly a t  Rf 0.1-0.6, which can be said to correspond to the classic 
,!I inhibitor, and partly a t  Rf 0.7-0.9. Stimulation effects are absent or are 
concealed by the strong inhibition. The concealed IAA effect is described by 
JYODZICICI (1968). 
Clones with high ;\/lelampsora frequency, Z 1005 and Z 4009, in general 
have someinhibitor P effect, but  against this no conspicuous inhibition a t  higher 
Rf  values. In this instance i t  is also possible to  detect a certain stimulation 
partly a t  Rf 0.3-0.4, which can be thought to be IAA, and partly a t  
Rf  0.0-0.2 fig. 10. The number of clones and the number of parallel tests is 
still very limited, and the result of the  coleoptile test can of course begeneral- 
ized to reflect the A1/Ielampso~a-Pinus relationship only with the utmost 
caution. Avena tests and spore germination tests, however, show considerable 
differences between ether extracts from clones with different Nelarnpsora 
frequency. 
Fig. 7. A v e n a  coleoptile assay of paper chromatograms of acid ether extract of P i n u s  
siluestr.is terminal leaders from different clones. Extract  frotn 0.2 $ fresh weight. 
70 % ethanol as solvent system. Two preparations nere  made from the sainc 
pine material-I and I1 from the first, I11 from the  second preparation. 
Final length of d u e n a  coleoptile wgments in per cent of final lcngth of control 
segments. Dotted lines = extremes of controls. 
Clone Acid ether extract corresponding to  gram fresh \\-eight 
Preparation1 2.0 1.5 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.025 0 .018 
Preparation I1 
Z 66 - - - - - - - - - -  + 
Z 4013 - - - - -  + T + i - - 
Z 4005 - - - i + - - 4- + t + 
Z 4009 - - + + + +  i + + + + 
Fig. 8. Bioassay of total acid ether fractions of Pinris silvestris terrninal leaders from 
different clones. Germination of ,VIelampsora pinitorquci basidio spores on water 
agar with different amounts of acid ether extract. Germination +, no germina- 
tion --. 
Critical intervals deterrninated by two or more replicates. 
Fig. 9. UV absorption spectra of total  acid ether extract of Pinus siluestris terminal 
leaders from different clones. Extract  from 0.01 g fresh weight per 1111 ethanol. 
Fig. 10. Aloenu coleoptile assay of paper chromatogranis of acid ether extracts of Pinus 
siluestris terminal leader from different clones. Extract  from 0.2 g fresh ch eight. 
Isopropa~~ol-ammonia-water (100/14/6) as solvent system. 
Pine material as in I and I1 fig. 7. 
duenu  phosphate buffer. 
Final Itmgtli of Aziena coleoptile segments in per cent of final lengih of control 
segments. Dotted lines = extremes of controls. 
5. Inhibitors during axial exteiisisn 
A%s was mentioned in the first part  of the section dealing with Jle lampsora 
on P i n u s ,  i t  is a generally held opinion that  exposition resistance plays a 
decisive part  in the occurrence of Jle lampsora on pine shoots. Climatic fac- 
tors have \ ~ i t h o u t  doubt a lot to  do with the great differences in frequency 
that  occur from year to  year. On the  other hand other explanations must be 
sought for the fact that  for instance one clone is consisterltly freer from attack 
than another. The following tests intend to  illustrate el-entual changes of the 
acid ether extract during shooting, which can 11e important for instance in 
deciding when to take samples. I t  was considered advantageous to  use clone 
material in the experin~ents and the choice fell to T 30,57 and T 2009, which 
each embraced 60-odd grafts. Fifteen terminal leaders of each clone mere 
collected on four occasions: 
1 Buds near breaking-1 713 1967 
2 Beginning of axial extension-516 1967 
3 Rapid extension, needles more than half developed-2116 1967 
4 Shoot and needles fully developed-1217 1967. 
Pine twist rust attacks for a short time between two and three. 
In keeping with the experiment in general, neeclles were removed to  the 
extent that  these formed. 
Bioassay through Auenu  straight growth and A21elnmp.sora basidio spore 
germination show tha t  the amount of inhibitors undergoes a considerable 
change during shooting. The inhibitor effect is first strong, and -then falls 
\-ery considerably before i t  increases once again. This pattern is the same 
for both the clones used in the test. The indication is somewhat greaterfor 
T 3057. The test is described in fig. 11 and 12. 
The total acid ether fraction was also stucliecl photoinetrically. From the 
absorbtion in 230-250 m p  i t  can he seen that the amount of extract substances 
in relation to  fresh weight falls by about 40 times between the first and 
second samplings in the case of clone T 3057 in 1967. The difference in 
water content of the leader tissue during shooting is less than 10 3, and 
cannot have been responsible for the  result. The same is true of the fact 
that  successively fewer leaders were used in the preparations as -the \\-eight 
of the leaders increased. 
A change in the amount of inhibitors in conjunction with shooting has 
been demonstrated in the case of other plants. as sunlnlarised hy among 
top middle bottom 
Fig. 11. Averla coleoptile assay of total  acid ether extracts of Pinus silvestris terminal 
leaders, clonc T 305'7. 
I. During axial extension May 17, June 5, 21, Ju ly  12. 
11. July 12 ,  preparations from top, middle, and bottom parts of shoots. 
Extracts from 0.1 g fresh weight. 
Final length of Avena  coleoptile segments in per cent of final length of the con- 
trol segments. Dotted lines = extremes of controls. 
others HEMBERG (1961) and GIERTYCH (1964), and regarding conifers 
also by ALLEN (1960), COUVY (1962), OGASAWARA (1966), KOPCEWCZ et al. 
(1967). As regards the occurrence of N e l a m p s o r a  pinitorqua the above ex- 
periment supplements the previous one-sided theory concerning exposition 
resistance. Greater attention should be paid to growth regulators, a t  least 
in connection with the hehaviour of Melampsora pinitorqua. 
Clone T 3057 was also used for preparations from the third and fourth 
samplings, in tha t  the terminal leaders were divided into top, middle and 
bottom thirds. The ether preparations were tested in the same may as in the 
previous test. See fig. 11 and 12. The top third gives both the highest ab- 
sorbtion and in bioassay the greatest inhibitor effect. The middle section 
gave the lowest reading. The differences are greater for the fourth sampling 
During as ia l  extension 
T 3037 Acid ether extract corresponding to  gram fresh weight 
0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.025 0.01 g 
Different part of top leaders. 
Clone T 3057 
2116 1965 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.03 0.025 0.01 g 
top - - - - - + + T 
middle - - - - + + f + 
bottom part  - - - - - - + - 
top - - - - - - - + 
middle - - - - + - + - 
I~ot tom part  - - - - - + i - 
of terminal leaders 
Fig. 12. Bioassay of total acid ether fractions of P i n ~ l s  siloesfris terniinal leaders, clones 
'r 3057 and T 2009. Germination of dlelnmpsorn pinitorqua l~asidio spores on 
T\-atcr agar with different amounts of acid ether extract. C;ermination +, no ger- 
niination -. 
Critical interval determined by t ~ o  or more replicates. 
than for the third. Compare nit11 Couvx- (1964), n h o  examinecl various tissues 
and parts of leaders from Pinrzs prnaster and discovered varying amounts 
of stimulating and inhibiting substances. See also the classification of the 
biologically active fractions page 38. 
By n a y  of conlparison i t  can 11e mentioned tha t  G I E R ~ Y C H  and FORWARD 
(1966) morlied throughout mith 0.02 g fresh weight of ether preparations of 
pine buds. At least the first sample, taken 17 May, sllould be comparable 
nit11 this experiment and the inhibitory effect of the extract is of comparable 
strength. 
The test n a s  repeated in a sonzenhat modified way in 1968. The material 
was collected from clone T 3057 a t  eight sampling times during the entire 
vegetation period, although there was a certain concentration in conjuiictiori 
with the actual shooting. Pine shoots were also gathered from both terminals 
and first whorl. The difficulty in making a meaningful comparison IxArneen 
plant parts collected during such widely different stages of development has 
already been implied (cf. Couv.; 1962). Tlie buds from the first samp- 
lings are less differeutiatecl than the slioots from later samplings, with wood, 
cairibiurn and primary ],ark. Preparations from such tissues can individually 
give rise to  different l~iological effects if a comparison is made with Caul-I- 
(1962, 1964). 
Two preparations of termilia1 leaders and first whorls were made from 
each sampling. In the eiis~ling tests the parallel preparations shon-ed only 
minor differences between each other. 
The test is described in the form of a coleoptile test (fig. 13) and spore 
germination test (fig. 14) without previous chromatography, and partly 
visually as photographs of TLC plates fig. 16 and the actual pine slioots a t  
different stages of developme~lt fig. 15. IVhat has been reported to be taking 
place in French experiments in RIarcli will occur in Stocliholrn in the begin- 
ning of June, mhich is why the pictures showing pine shoots a t  various stages 
of development have been included. 
Tlie spore germination test made in 1968 in general confirms the results 
from previous years v-it11 the same reduction in inhibitor effect in conjunc- 
tion with shooting. I t  is also possible that  a slightly greater inhibitor effect 
is shown for tlie ether extract of first whorls than from terminal leaders. 
The spore germination test is sunimarised in fig. 14. 
As regards the repetition in 1968 of tlie lluena straight gronth test as 
bioassay a pllospllate buffer as described in hfaterials and metl~ods was used 
first. The citrate buffer is  no\^ seldom used a t  the Department of Botany. 
The acid ether extract gave consistent inhibition for all saniplings, hut  the 
striking change seen the year before in conjunction with axial extension 
could not be shown. This concerns total extract without previous chrom- 
atography. The experiment was carried out t\~-ice. 
In an attempt to  determine the reason for the conflicting results between 
the 1967 and 1968 samplings the test TYas repeated with citrate buffer. IYitli 
this buffer the coilsiclerable reduction in inhibitor effect during shooting 
previously reported appeared again. The experiment is surnmarised in fig. 13. 
To further illustrate the question of the change of the acid ether layer in 
conjunction with shooting some Auenn tests using cliron~atographecl acid 
ether ext-ract were carried out. These are summarised in fig. 17. Isopropanol- 
am~nonia-water (100/14/6) was used as a solvent systern and phosphate buffer 
for the d u m a  test. Here the extract of pine material just before shooting 
shows both inhibition and stimulation clearly. A4 marked fall in iiiliibition 
occurs in conjrinction with shooting. I t  can be assumed preliminarily that  
the effects cancel each other out in the above test using non-chromato- 
graphed material. 
Tlie chrornatogram (fig. 16) shons tha t  the extractive ainount of the first 
two sal~lpliilgs is high. I t  undergoes a sudden reduction \slien shooting 
commences, which call he seen from the sampling on June 6th. The next t n  o 
samplings, June 10th and 20th, which also fall within tlie sensitive period 
for ,Ilclampsora, show low extractive amounts but with a gradual return to 
higher values. Tlie final three samplings n i t h  long intervals between them 
can only he regarded as random samples from the remainder of the vegeta- 
tion period, nhich moreover because of lignification etc. are not exactly 
comparable with the earlier samplings. I t  is possible that  chromatograms 
also show a slightly higher content of extractive substances in first whorls 
than in terminal leaders. The coleoptile test reflects consistently greater 
inhibition for first whorls than for terminal leaders. This applies to  all 
samplings, including those taken June Gth, 10th and 20th during tlie sensi- 
tive period for Jlelumpsoi  a.  The results should not, however, be einphasizecl; 
the connection terminal leader first whorl refers only for the 1968 experi- 
ment, and the experiment is based only on double samples. Furthermore, 
an effort was made in making the extracts to use as similar fresh meight 
amounts as possible. This entailed that  in the preparations there are consis- 
tently more slloots of first nhorl  than terminal leaders for each sampling. \\'ith 
reservations of this 1;ind in mind there still remains the assertion that  the 
amount of extract, alternatively the amount of inhibitors, is somewhat 
greater in first whorls than in therrninal leaders. This too fits in the picture 
as a partial explanation of xhy Jlelampsoru is more common in terminal 
leaders than in first whorls. 
Fig. 13. Avelln coleoplilc assay of total acid ether extracts of Pinus  siluestris annua 
shoots. Left bar = terminal leader, r i ~ h t  bar = first whorl, in every pair. 
Clone ?' 30ji. Collection of material during summer 1968, dates in diagram. 
Top. A4vena-tesl x i t h  citrate buffer. 
Bottom. Avena-test ~ ~ i t h  phosphate buffer. 
Extracts from 0.1 g fresh vxipht. 
Final length of d o e n u  coleoptile segments in per ccnl of final length of thc co11- 
trol segments. Dotted lines = extremes of controls. 
Fig. 14. Bioassay of total acid c the r  fractions of Pirilrs siloestris lerlninal leadcra a n d  
shoots  of first ~ h o r l ,  clone 1' 3057. Germinal ion of I\Iela~npsorct piriiforyrzc~ 1)asidio 
spores on  ~ a l e r  agar  nit11 dift'erent amounts  o l  acid e thc r  cx l rac l .  Germinat ion 
+ , no  germination -. 
Crilical intel,val tlcicrmi~letl 11y tvio or  nlol'c rrplicalcs. 
Terminal  leatlcrs f rom clone T 3057 from tliffercnt sanlplings I I a y  9111 
1968 h a w  the  same appe:!rance and  a re  represenled by Ihe firsl Lo 
followcd by June Gth, J u n c  I0tl1, .Tune 20111 a n d  finally X u g ~ ~ s t  9111 ant1 
29lh of' ycry similar appearance ( t h e  ~rialer ial  was parl ia l1~-  tleepl'rozcn 
2151 
left,  
o l ~ c r  
Fig. 16. Chromatogram of acid ether extract of Pinus siluestris terminal leader on TLC- 
plate silica gel F 254 (Merck) with butanone-hexane (30170) and multiple develop- 
ment(2 x 6 + 2 x 12cm). 
Top. In visible light. 
Bottom. In UV 254 mp. 
Collection time and pine material as in fig. 15. 
6/6 - 68  
1st whorl 
?0/6 -68 
1st whor l  
Fig. 17.  d u e n u  coleoptilc assay of paper croinatograrns of acid elher  cx l rac l s  of Pirlirs 
si lvesfris annua l  shoots. Clone T 3057. Second a n d  third row from terminal  leader. 
E x t r a c t  f rom 0.2 g fresh ~ ~ c i g l i t .  Isopropanol-ammoiiia-~~ater (100/11/6). 
d v e r m  phosphate buffer .  
(:olleclion lime a n d  pine mater ial  a s  i n  fig. 15. 
Final  lengtli of Auena colcoptile segments in per cent of final Icngth of tllc c o w  
l ro l  segmenls, Dot ted  lincs - estrernes of controls. 
6. Leaching and inhibitors in the Beachates 
The connection between the  abundant occurrence of AIIeltrrnpsor.u pini- 
torquu on pine and clamp weather in the spring was mentioned in the  in- 
troduction. I t  has been taken for granted tha t  this is due to the  weather, in 
tha t  t he  long periods of high air huinidity give the fungus an opportunity to 
infect. I t  musl be assumed t h a t  the  fungus' basidio spores come into contact 
with drops of rain, dew or rnist on the pine shoots. I t  is well lmm-n that  
epidermis is permeable in Imth directions for a number of substances, I)oth 
inorganic and organic. Drops of water on the  pine shoots will contain sub- 
stances t h a t  may affect pine twist rust  hasiclio spores. This hypothesis some- 
what increases the extent of tlie pro1)lem of the par t  played by  tlie weather 
in t h ?  spreading of the  fungus. 
The problem of exosinos or leaching has 11een dealt with in basic works by  
AKESS (193-1) and LAUSEERG (1935). TZmm (1930, 1951, 1953) has studied 
the  removal of plant nutrients from tree crowns by  rain ~lncler S~vedish 
conditions. In a great number of worlts ' l ' r - ~ i ~ ~  has studied the  leaching of 
numerous substances from above-ground plant parts. IHe has also suggested 
the possibility of a connection \\-it11 plant palllology ( T u ~ ~ E Y  1959, 1966 and 
pers. cornm.). SUC:HORUKOW (1958) gives examples of how substances in an  
infection droplet can affect resistance. The present author has been able 
to prove in earlier worlis (I<LINGSTRORI ~nlpublished) that\\-ater droplets from 
pine shoots have a slightly acid reaction, tha t  the  presence of organic acids 
can be proved, further tha t  inorganic substances such as I<, Ca, and l l g  are 
easily identifiable in the  droplets, and t h a t  radioactive ortophospl~ate P3" 
taken up by  the  roots of 2/1 pine can in a short time be traced to the drop- 
lets on the  shoots and needles. Furthermore, i t  was possible with the  help of 
conductivity measurements to  prove t h a t  by far the  greatest quanti ty of the 
suhstailces in question was separated in a brief initial phase in the first 
hour of each protracted period of irrigation. 
The folloning test was made in an  a t tempt  to establish to  n h a t  extent 
biologically active substances occur in water droplets on pine shoots during 
sprouting, and nliich can possibly affect the germination of hasiclio spores. 
Twenty-odd pines from Lhe progeny material in table 1 \\-ere bent 50 t ha t  
the  top shoots could be dipped into a test tube of a suitable size filled \\-it11 
distilled water. ,Ifter 60 minutes the  n a t e r  n a s  collected and xacuurn 
frozen to dryness. l'he rewlue wa? shaken u i t h  a bicarbonate solution and 
fractionated against ether. The pH was then set a t  3.4 with the help of I-IC1 
and the sol~ltion again shaken against ether. The acid and basic ether extract 
obtained was exarniliecl with the help of the AIIelampsoru basidio spore ger- 
inination test. I-t was discovered tha t  5 to 6 $6 of the acid extract inhibited 
spore germina-tion, and tha t  4 to 3 4, of the basic extract also inhibits spore 
germination. Both extracts have a pronounced inhibiting effect if tested 
with A u e n a  straight growth as bioassay. 
If the extract is cllroinatographecl with l~utanone-liexane (30/70) and mul- 
tiple development, it is possible ~ i i t h  Ehrlich's reagent to identify colourable 
substances in the acid extract with low Rf-values, 0.0-0.1. The basic 
extract gives no distinct Ehrlich stains, but possibly a high l'tf-value, which 
can be identified better with U\' a t  0.8-0.9. If the chroinatograin is exa- 
mined with the spore germination test as a bioassay the acid extract s h o w  
an inhibitory effect a t  Rf 0.0-0.2 and a slight effect also a t  son~e\vhat higher 
values. The basic extract shows inhibition a t  Rf 0.8-0.9. These figures do 
not agree with the values given in table 9, or the substances in question do 
not occur in such concentrations that  these have been noticed. Preliminary 
A u e n a  straight growth bioassays give corresponding inhibitingj effects to- 
gether with inhibiting effects concerning the i l u e n n  test only. The A v e n a  
test also give stimulating effects. 
I t  is ohvious that  the experiment outlined above differs from natural 
conditions, but i t  cannot be precluded tha t  the infection drops themselves 
contain grox-tli regulating substances n-hich can affect spore germination. 
TUKEY (1966) shows that  water droplets from other plan-t material can con- 
tain, for instance, amino acids, nucleic acids and growth regulators. 
The entire question must he exanlined from the start  as an element in the 
study of the infection biology of Xe larnpsora  pinitorqlra. Leaching may 
condition the host to be more susceptible to i i i \~~sioii  by disease organisms 
during heavy rainfalls. Leaching can eventually gil-e rise to a surface deposit 
which inhibits spore germination in combination with light rainfalls. 
7'. Gel filtration and thin layer chromatography 
Growth regulating substances in plants have been studied with groning 
interest since the  1920's. Standard procedure has l~ceii studied in orientating 
experiments above. The following investigation is an attempt to t ry  other 
ways of separating the components in the extracts. The work was initiated 
by promising results of gel filtration, KLINGSTRO~I (1967) (cf. DETERAIANN 
1967). 
Methods: For the gel filtration Sephadex LH-20 was used, which is intended 
for organic solvents. Laboratory columns SR 25/45 and 23/100, solvent 
resistant (Pharmacia Fine Chemicals, Uppsala, Sweden), 5 ml siphon and a 
fraction collector (LKB Radi Rac) mere used and n pump to give a constant 
flow rate of 0.5 ml/min. 
The spectrophotorneter in this investigation has been a Becltmaii DB, and 
for registration a Becliman Linear and Log Potentiometric Recorder was used. 
Slit: narrow program 
Scanning speed: 40 rnh~imin. 
Chart speed: lt'/rnin. 
A. Preliminary experiments 
In a first group of cxperiments the effect of ethanol concentration and pH 
was studied. The filtrates from the column have been identified photometri- 
cally in the UV range. The same acid pine extract was filtrated in pure 
ethanol and in n ater mixtures 80 : 20, 60 : 40, 30 : 50. In conjunction with 
60 O,/, ethanol the effect of the following pH-values was studied pH 6.5, 5.5, 
4.5, and 4.0 which were set with the help of HC1. X retarding effect can be 
established in the case of lower pH. 
The ethanol concentration has a pronounced effect upon tlie quantity in 
which an applied sample is filtrated from the column. Separation in 60 76 
ethanol makes possible a clear photometric division of the heginning and 
end of a number of fractions. In these experiments a short column (SR 25/45) 
\\as used and bed volume approx. 155 ml, flow rate 0.6 inl/min., and sample 
in two ml. 
A preliminary examination of l~iological activity was also made n i t h  tlie 
.luenrr section test and 3Ielampsora basidio spore germination in conjunc- 
tion with tlie above meiltioned test with gel filtration and different ethanol 
concentrations. I t  was considered advisable to check as far as possible tha t  
tlie material's biological activity mas not lost. The material v a s  tested a t  a 
Pure ethanol 
- ' + '  ' - ' ' - ' 
80 % ethanol 
- ' + " ' l a r t  - - - 
60 % ethanol 
Fig. IS.  iloenc( coleoptile assay of gel filtered acid ether extract of Pirzus siluestris terminal 
leaders, clone Z 66. Gel filtration with different ethanol concentrations. 
Figures = numerical order of tubes from fraction collector. 
Amount of extract from each fraction corresponding to 0.2 g fresh ~ ~ e i g l l t .  
Gel = Pharmacia LI-I 20. 
Filial length of Averla coleoptile segments in per cent of final lengtli of the con- 
trol segments. DotLed lines = extremes of controls. 
Germination in Melumpsora hasidio spore germination test indicated by +, no 
germination by -. 
le\rel corresponding to  0.2 g fresh weight and is shown in fig. 18. \'\'11e11 sepa- 
rated in 60 O O  ethanol the material was divided into 5 fractions (Nos. 1 and 
2 can be found under the  corresponding fractions in snrninarising tahle 9, 
No. 3 corresponds partially to  3 and 4 in the table). The figure shons tha t  
three of the  fractions have a distinct inhibitory effect on the ,-luena test arid 
four affect t he  spore germination test. 
I t  can thus not be precluded tha t  this material contains several inhibitors, 
or con~hinations of substances with a n  inhibitory effect, nhich  can be shonn 
with the  help of bioassay e\ en after the  gel filtration of the  material. 
The test also shon s tha t  t he  straight gron t h  test and the  l~asidio spore 
germination test do not agree in sensitivity for all fractions. If t he  test 
quanti ty used in t h e  experiment is clouhled, 110th types of bioassay indicate 
a distinct inhibition for all five fractions. The above test used clone Z 66, 
which is characterised 133- a high extractive content. 
B. Combined gel filtration-thin layer chromatography 
For further work involving gel filtration a11 acid ether preparation was made 
from the  terrninal leaders of Pinus siluestris, s\hich could be assuliled t o  
h a \ e  less specific characteristics. A t  a later stage a comparison should be 
made hetween such a preparation and ether extracts from resistant and non- 
resistant clones. The extract is made from a random sample of all the  73 
progenies exanlined in table 1. LIoreos-er, during the  course of the  ~ ~ o r l i  
a further colun~n hecanle available, SR 251100, which allows more than twice 
as much gel as SR 25145. The preparation in question initially represented 
one liilogram of terminal leaders. The finished ether phase was d i ~  ~ d c d  into 
40 equal portions, which for gel filtration were applied to  the  column i:1 2 1111 
60 96 ethanol. 
The division into fractions in the  opening experiments was based only 
on distinct extinction curves in the  TJY-range. As a conlparison nit11 this 
photometric characteristic a n  a t tempt  n-as also made to  make a cIl\ision 
based on Ehrlich staining. Iiistcacl of IJY-curves, an  exaininatioii n as inacle 
of small ring chroinatograms on TLC-plates. This showed t h a t  there 1s a 
very rich Sephadex-fraction which lacks a striking UV-curve and ~ ~ h l c h  
for the  most par t  has only end absorbtion. This constituted finction 3 
in the  sumnarising table 9. In  this a t tempt  a t  suminarising the  material 
has heen divided into se\ en fractions, n i t h  the  intention t h a t  the fractions 
n ould contain a more suitable number of substances for further chromato- 
graphic separation than the  total  extract. 
The material from several gel separations was l~ rough t  ogether and each 
of the  seven arnalgainated fractions mas further refined 11y a second passage 
through the  column. The intention was then to  study the fractions chroniato- 
graphically and a t  least t o  start  describing the inhibiting effects on Al/elnmp- 
sora basidio spore germination test. A11 a t tempt  to  collate the  data  is made 
in table 9, nhich needless t o  say can be regarded only as an  incomplete 
review of a number of u n l i l ~ o ~ n  substances of unknown concentration and 
mixture, where moreover the  Rf-values can yary within n icle limits depend- 
ing on the  quantity. In  aclclition i t  is probable tha t  t he  fractions contain 
substances nhich were not discovered by  the  methods described herc. To 
identify a single substance chromatographically involves a great amount of 
work with a number of solvent systems. In  this connection there is reason to 
suspect the  existence of about 50 substances, perhaps more. The table also 
shows the  UV-curves which served as guide inarlis for demarcating the 
Sephadex-fractions. The actual anlount of acid ether extract chronlato- 
graphed corresponds to  5 g fresh weight. Further,  instant TLC-plates v i t h  
silica gel F 254 (LIerck) were used, and as soh-ent system butanone-llexane 
(30170) and multiple derelopment (2 x 6 + 2 x 12 cni). 
An initial test shoned tha t  fractions 2, 3, 3 and 3 had a distinct inhibitory 
effect on spore germination; this refers to the total fractions prior to further 
separation by chro~natography. Quantities of a magnitude up to 10 g fresh 
weight were studied. Further work was concerned in the first instance with 
these fractions and the components tha t  influence the spore germination 
test. Consequently no attention was paid to the  discovery of e.g. IAA - 
if there is any i t  d l  occur in fraction 7 .  
I t  has already been mentioned tha t  the Rf-values for certain of the sub- 
stances in table 9 vary on account of the amount used. I t  can be pointed out 
that  the concentration gradient within a given Rf-value for one and the same 
substance can give rise to mrying shades of colour or even to  different colours 
with Ehrlich's reagent, which in the preliminary table can have resulted in 
the same substance being recorded under two Rf-values in close proximity 
to  each other-this may be so in e.g. fraction 3, Rf 0.44and0.46. Furthermore, 
the  colour reactions depend on the developing temperature after the reagent 
has been sprayed on the TLC-plate, and the colours change during the 
first 24 hours after development with certain Rf-values appearing slowly. 
Preparative chromatography which aims a t  ringing in most active inhibitors 
in the 3Ielampsora basidio spore germination test is recorded also in table 9. 
Fraction 2. 
The active compound is to be found immediately above the substance 
tha t  served as a guide value for the entire Sephadex-fraction. The corre- 
sponding Rf-value appears relatively faintly a t  UV 253 m p  on the TLC-plate, 
but i t  has a distinct violet Ehrlich-stain. Rf varies with the quantity and 
reasonable values lie between Rf 0.1 and 0.25. Preliminarily no Rf-values 
give a very marked reading in the Avena straight growth test other than a 
slight inhibition for the spore-active value. 
Fraction 3. 
-Use in this case the active compound is found just above the very distinct 
dark grey-blue Ehrlich-stain tha t  dominates the whole fraction. The biologi- 
cally active compound shows as a distinct yellow-brown Ehrlich-stain, which 
in the beginning can be reddish. Reasonable Rf-values can, depending on the 
amount applied, lie between 0.15 and 0.45, which is further complicated by 
the presence of other substances in the  fraction tha t  are only slightly affected 
by the amount. In this instance the distinct reading for the spore test coin- 
cides with a pronounced inhibition in the straight growth test, which more- 
over indicates inhibition for all lower Rf-values. Fraction 3 is in other words 
rich in content, having a t  least one spore-active Rf-ralue and several straight 
growth active values. 
Fraction 4. 
The substances \vhich gave the two UV-curves with corresponding Rf-values, 
and v-l-hich are tlle guide values for the entire fraction, did not display any 
activity in the spore germination test. On the other hand, an Rf-value of 
about 0.7 in the summarising table with corresponding substance(s) has 
in several experiments shown inhibition of the spore germillation test. This 
value has no corresponding Ehrlicll-stain or UY-indication in the sample 
quantities tha t  were tested. For the Rf-area in question, however, i t  is pos- 
sible to discern a certain coleoptile stirnulation. Furthermore, there is a 
distinct inhibition of the Auenci test in the region of Rf- \due 0.27, which 
is one of the guide values for the fraction. Also this Rf-value varies with 
the amount applied. 
I t  is thus possible v i t h  the spore germination test to illustrate an inhibit- 
ing Rf-value a t  0.7. The difficulty of identifying this Rf-value in any other 
way was the cause of extensive research. I t  has already been explained that  
an acid ether extract from the top, middle and basal thirds of shoots has an 
inhibitory effect of varying strength in the Avcrza test. \Tit11 the ordinary 
chromatography procedure used in this study i t  was possible with the help 
of Ehrlich's reagent to shox an Rf-value a t  0.7 of the extract from the apex 
section. The colour is faintly reddish and appears slam-ly, becoming clearest 
after se\-era1 days. The same Rf-value can also be identified in extracts from 
material before shooting, which in fact consists only of terminal hucls. With 
the X e l a m p s o r n  basidio spore germination test as a bioassay it could he 
established tha t  the  Kf-value in question has an inhibiting effect. 
Is i t  possible that this Rf-value is the one sought-after in Sephadex-frac- 
tion 4? The arnounts examined could have been too small to give colour reac- 
tions. I t  therefore remains to examine in \vl~ich fraction the substance is to 
be found after gel filtration. An extract from the apex section of pine shoots 
x a s  chromatograpl~ed on a TLC-plate and tlle Rf-area a t  0.7 was eluateti 
and added to the normal ether extract previously described. After the gel 
filtration of the extract concentrated regarding Rf 0.7 the applied substance 
appears in fraction 1 a t  the Hf-value that  was originally hiologicallj- proven. 
In other words, i t  is possible that the inhibitory Rf-value a t  0.7 originates in 
a substance that  occurs primarily in terminal buds. 
Al further Rf-value a t  0.79 has an inhibitory effect in the spore germina- 
tion test. I t  appears in both fraction 4 and 5 and is not affected 133' the 
amount applied. 
Table 9. Orientating summary of components in acid ether extract of Pinus silvestris 
terminal leaders at the end on axial extension. The extract was divided into fractions by 
gel filtration (Sephaclex LEI 20) witli 60 % ethanol. The fractions were chromatographed 
on instant TLC plates silica gel F 254 (Merck) witli butanone-hexane (30170) and multiple 
development, see text. 
void  v o l w e  approx. 125 x1 up mp spore  t e s t  
Sample i n  2  n l  60 ;: e t h a n o l  germinatiar.  
1. 'Void t a l l  n a t e r i a l  0.21 r e d d i s h  (weak) ( (ha le  fraction 
conllg before CY ckrve 0.16 r e d  has pk-enylace t~c  




0.05 b l u i s h  
Y o l u x  approx. 140 n l  0 e C 4  1 0  70 i o t .  i \ e i&ht  
13.00 0.00 0.00 brawn 
2. 0.40 (weak) 
0.26 0.26 brownish 
0.23 purp le  inh ib .  inh ib .?  
0.11 
0.05 brownish 
'Iolume approx. 55 ml 0'02 1 0  $ to;. w ~ g n t  
0.00 0.00 0.00 b r o w  
3. Conplex f r a c t l a n  - a l l  
m a t e r i a l  coming be taeen  
W curves  In f r a c t i o n s  
2  and 4  
0.79 red-purple 
0.71 blue-purple 





0.35 dark  grey-blue 
0.26 
0.23 redbravn  
0.21 0.21 g r e y i s h  
cf. t e x t  
I inh ib .  inh ib .  
inh ib .  dominating 
0.12 blue 1 1  inhib .  
0.09 grey-brown 
approx. 45 nl 0.03 0.03 0.03 grey-blue 21  :6 to;. we igh t  
0.00 0.00 0.00 bro'm 
4. 0.79 0.79 grey-blue 235 mp 
0.70 (tweak) ih 0.40 0.64 g r e y i s h  0.59 (rreak) 0.40 grey-red (beak) j 0.36 r e d d i s h  
Y 0.27 0.27 grey-brow 242 mp 
0.22 red-purp le  
stim.? c f .  f r a c t i a n  5  
inh ib .  Rf 0.6-1.0 0.7 cf. t e x t  
- inh ib .?  
- i n h i b .  d a n i n a t l n g  
- inh ib .?  
0.17 
2m 111 2- 120 m p  0.02 b lue  - 
V o l w e  approx. 65 ml 
* j 0.01 r e d d i s h  274 my ( ~ f  - 0.0-0.05) - 42 ,o t o t .  -iieignc 0.00 0.00 0.00 bravm 0.84 0.84 grey-purp le  - cf. f r a c t i o n  E 0.79 0.79 grey-blue inh ib .?  - 0.62 0.62 g r e y i s h  242 mp i n h i b .  inh ib .  d a s i n a t i n g  0.27 0.27 (,:ie&k) c f .  f r a c t i o n  4 
0.22 0.22 (weak) c f .  f r a c t i o n  4  b 
D 0.15 0.15 ("teak) 
0.00 (0.00) 0.00 broirn (weak) 
0.94 0.84 grey-purple 
0.70 r e d d i s h  
0.65 g r e y i s h  (,,teak) 
0.53 0.53 grey-purp le  274 my 
0.49 purp le  (weak) 
7. Best-fraction 0.88 r e d d i s h  
(i .8.  c h l o r o p h y l l  and 0.61 0.61 
r e l a t e d  compounds) 
0.52 0.52 0.52 green  660t400 mp 
0.44 0.44 0.44 ye1lou:-green 
0.15 
V o l m e  approx. 100 ml 0e03 green ( p o s s i b l y  2) 
0.00 3.00 0.00 b r o w  4 :; t o t .  weight 
60 
Fraction 5. 
The biologically active compound corresponds to  tlie distinct value tha t  
appears in UV 251 m,u and after staining with Ehrlich's reagent and which 
dominates the fraction. Rf varies also in this case with the  chromatographed 
amount, with common values between 0.4 and 0.65. Inhibition in the spore 
test and the Auena test occurs a t  this same Rf-area. Relatively small amounts 
of this fraction affect the spore germination test. X chromatogram according 
to the  method described presents an uncomplicated picture, in which the 
active Rf-value can be studied after preparative chromatography with less 
interference by adjacent substances than in the other fractions. 
Comparison betrueen "normal pine" according to the orientating summarising 
table and clone material with low Xelampsora frequency. I t  was considered of 
interest to coinpare an acid ether extract from a strongly resistant clone, Z 66, 
with the ether extract used in working out the general table 9. This com- 
parison should be regarded only as an introduction to examinations of extracts 
from clones with high and low Jlelumpsora frequency. 
An acid ether extract from terminal leaders of clone Z 6G was gel fil- 
trated and chromatographed in the same way as described above for the 
material in table 9. I t  was established tha t  the extract from 3 to 4 g fresh 
weight from clone Z 66 gave similar absorbance values for tlie orientating 
UV curves as the  extract from approx. 25 g fresh weight of the pine material 
tha t  forms the basis for the general table. 
Chromatographic examination of the seven Sephadex-fractions from 
Z 66 shows several deviations in comparison to  the general table. Thus two 
components appear in fraction 2 a t  Rf 0.45-0.50 incompletely separated; 
the  one with a slightly higher Rf appears with blue-green Ellrlich staining, 
the  other in UV 254 mp. 
In fraction 3 several minor deviations from the figures given in the  general 
table can be found. The most important seems to be the strongly emerging 
Rf-value 0.60, which in the earlier general collation was of secondary im- 
portance. Furthermore, this component in bioassay had a distinct inhibitor 
effect on spore germination which i t  has previously not been possible to 
demonstrate. 
In fraction 4 there is a strong development a t  Rf 0.7 of the component 
discussed in detail in an earlier section, and which in this case is of com- 
paratively wider extent. No big differences have been discovered in the other 
fractions a t  this stage. 
Thus even a preliminary examination of only one resistant clone in the 
form of only one ether extract can point the way to the discovery of yet 
another crude product with an inhibitor effect on spore germination. De- 
termining inhibitor levels with regard to spore germination inhibition for 
different plus tree clones, and as far as possible identifying the con~ponents, 
is clearly the  natural continuation of this work. 
8. Chemical identification of biologically active fractions 
The chemical cornposition of some of the biologicaIly active fractions 
obtained from Sephadex column chromatography separation described above 
has been determined. Fraction 5 (Table 9) showed striking inhibitory effect 
a t  Melumpsora basidio spore germination test. Further separation with 
preparative thin layer chromatography on instant TLC-plates silica gel F 234 
(hlerck) (butanone-hexane (30170)) and multiple development gave a biologi- 
cally active crude product (Rf-value 0.62). 
Mass spectrometry of the product showed a nell-defined peak a t  m/e 
302 which was suspected to be a molecular peak. High resolution mass spectro- 
metry (Atlas SAI 1) of m/e 302 gave the composition C,oH,oO,. 
The IR-spectrum of the crude product showed strong bands a t  1700 cin-l 
(C = O), 2400-3300 cm-l (OH hydrogen banded) and 2880-3050 cm-l 
(various CI-I stretching bands). 
On treatment with diazometliane the  OH-bands in the IR-spectrum dis- 
appeared and the carhonyl hand was shifted to 1733 cm-l indicating tha t  
the biologically active product consisted of a mixture of carboxylic acids. 
Gas chromatographic investigation of the  methylated product gave several 
peaks (Fig. 19). Combined gas chromatography and mass spectrometry 
(LKB 9000) showed tha t  the crude product was a mixture of several inethyl 
esters of resin acids, i.e. abietic acid, dehydroabietic acid, isopirnaric acid, 
and smaller amounts of pimaric acid and/or cryptopirnaric acid, neoabietic 
acid (traces), and a group of unidentified resin acids Fig. 19. (C.f. BRUUN 
et al. 1958, BRUUN SC G ~ . L A N D  1960, NORIN & \VESTFELT 1963). 
The UV-spectrum of fraction 5 from the Sephadex column chromatography 
separation was almost identical with tha t  of abietic acid. The dehydro 
abietic acid found should be regarded as an artefact, as the crude resin acid 
fraction undergoes secondary changes under the isolation procedure. 
I ,  I 
30 rnin. 15 C 
Fig. If). Gas chrornatogram of the nletliylated product of Sephadex-fraction 5. Rf-value 
0.62 (cf. table 9). 
1 E 301-Gas Chroin. P-100-200 mesh-temp. 175°C-12 incli/h 
I. Unidentified 
11. hletllyl esters of pimaric acid and/or cryptopimaric acid 
111. hlethyl ester of isopimaric acid 
I .  ,, ,, ,, deliydroabietic acid 
IT. ,, ,, ,, abietic acid 
I ,, ,, ,, neoabietic acid (?) 
1 ,, ,, ,, unidentified resin acids 
With the intention of comparing with the current discussion on inhibitors 
in botanical material, fraction 5 was also chromatographed on paper \\-it11 
isopropanol-ammonia-~vater (100]14j6) for further duenu straight growth 
test. This gives a distinct inhibition a t  Fif 0.4-0.6, and i t  is therefore neces- 
sary to  include a number of resin acids in the inhibitor /3 complex. An early 
statement concerning the  biological activity of abietic acid was made hy 
&%VERY and SARGENT (1939), but the purity of the product is not mentioned. 
Fnrthermore, the work referred to used entirely different 1,iological methods. 
The abietic acid is said to  have a growth promoting effect, which is the 
opposite of the result inentioiled above for the mixture of resin acids in- 
cluding abietic acid. 
Different resin products are a ~ a i l a b l e  as hi-products of the pulp industry. 
In a few cases the composition of the resin acids is known, but the product 
is usually to  be regarded as tecllnical (pract.). The following is an account 
of an experiment with Al.Ielnmpsora I~asidio spore germination test and a few 
resin acid mixtures, an ester form and a Na-salt. The spore test was modified 
in tha t  the resin acid mas first dissolved in a small quantity of ether and 
then set in 1 7, water agar; i.e. the test substance was not introduced to  the 
surface of the agar. I t  can be mentioned that,  with the exception of the 
Sa-salt, the solubility of the product in water is lon-. At least in the higher 
concentrations used in the test there is clear evidence of dropmise deposi- 
tion in the agar. The test sho\vs univocally tha t  spore germination is in- 
hibited with the exception of the ester form; in the Auenn straight growth 
test, however, also the ester form has an inhibitory effect (Fig. 20). 
Abietic acid I - + + - 
Abietic acid 11 - - + T t 
Abietic acid I11 - - + + + 
E s k r  from No. I11 - + i + - 
Sa-salt  from No. 111 - - - + + 
hhietic acid I = tallharts HA (Bergvilr $ Ala) 
Resin acids: 
telrahydroahietic acid 1.8 yo dehydroahielic acid 
pimaric acid 4.6 abietic acid 
palustric acid 7.8 unidentified 
isopiniaric acid 13.4 
hbietic acid I1 = nlelting point 155-165cC pract. (sourcc unlino\~n) 
-1bietic acid I11 = recrystallized from S o .  I 
Ester and Na-salt = from No. 111. 
Fig. 20. Bioassay of different amounts of abietic acid and a corresponding ester and Na- 
salt in 1 water agar. Germination of Jlelurnpsoru pinitol'quu basidio spores 
inclicaled by t, no germination by -. 
The continuous nark aims a t  the isolation and structure determination 
of remaining biologically active fractions from the acidic ether extract 
mentioned above. The Sephadex-fraction 2 (table 9) shous appreciable 
activity and preparative thin layer chromatography (butanone-hexane 
(30170)) gives a crude product with Rf-value 0.23. 
Mass spectrum of the product does not give any satisfactory molecular 
peak. The IR-spectrum shows strong bands a t  1700 cm-I (C = O), 2400-3400 
cnl-l (OH hydrogen banded) and 2880-3050 cm-I (various CH stretching 
bands). On treatment with cliazomethane the OH band disappeared and 
the carbonyl band was shifted to 1733 cni-l. The product evidently con- 
sisted of a mixture of carboxylic acids. 
The results obtained from the GLC-RIS investigation cannot be easily 
interpreted. 
The Sephadex-fractions 3 and 4 also show distinct inhibiting activity 
concerning basidio spore germination. Preparative thin layer chromato- 
graphy (butanone-hexane (30/70)), fraction 3, gives a crude product with 
Rf-value 0.44 (table 9). GLC-MS investigation gives a number of peaks 
some of which have been identified as aliphatic fatty acids of different 
kinds. The continuous work, to  be published separately, must establish 
which components are responsible for the inhibitory effect. (c.f. HYPPEL 
1969). 
Sephadex-fraclion 4 with inhibiting crude product of Rf-value 0.7 and 
fraction with inhibiting crude product of Rf-value of 0.79 have not been 
further investigated because of scarcity of material. 
I t  would be beyond the scope of a paper on AUelampsorrc pinitorqua to t ry  
Lo summarise known facts concerning resistance to parasitic fungi. The 
multiformity of the subject is perhaps made most clear in works as 
for instance by G.IUVANN (1951), BARNETT (1959), RICH (1963), SHAW 
(1963), TOMIYAXIA (1963), GERHOLD e t  al. (1966). Even if the problem 
is confined to obligate parasites, the extent of the  problem is clearly ex- 
pressed in e.g. SHAW'S work (1967). The individual researcher is prone to 
exaggerating the significance of for instance phenols, inhibitors, antibiotics 
or enzymes when appraising the cause of resistance. To get back to the  
subject under discussion in this paper, i t  is certain tha t  a great number of 
factors affect the resistance during the different stages of development of a 
parasite-from germination on a pine shoot to the final aecio stage. I t  is 
necessary to consider factors having a passive effect, such as the  nature 
of the cell walls, the  absence of essential vitamins and similar compounds, 
and the presence of inhibiting substances. Further, there is a string of renc- 
tions, triggered-off hy the combination of parasite-host, which can bc 
regarded as an active type of resistance-reaction. To this belongs thc pro- 
duction of fungitosic substances etc. following infection, and metamorphosis 
i11 a large number of physiological processes, SIIAW (1967). A11 these passive 
or active reactions can moreover be influenced by environmental factors, 
and the whole can he linliecl to a discussion as to  how genetic and breeding 
work fits into the picture. Attention can also be drawn to  the existence of 
paradoxically active causes; a highly susceptihle host can in practice escape 
11eing canliered by a parasite if only a few cells collapse a t  the actual point 
of attack, thereby rejecting the parasite before i t  has had time to establish 
itself. Another host, having a certain active resistance tha t  is overcome by 
the parasite, could succumb to a similar attack. 
Furthermore both the host plant and the parasite possess a degree of \aria- 
tion within certain genetic limits; different races of the parasite are able to  
combine with different varieties of the host plant. lIucl1 of the linowledge 
in this sphere rests on findings from examinations of the uredial stage of 
Puccinia  graminis  tritici ERIIIS. and HEKY., which have been the subject of 
ineticulous study and accounted for in hundreds of papers. I11 theory i t  is 
possible tha t  the parasite possesses one (or several) specific gene(s) i\hich 
enable i t  to overcome the corresponding resistance barrier in the host plant. 
A number of corresponding genes I\-ould thus dictate the degree of resistance. 
PERSOX (1967) has suninied up the problem. So far as Jle lampsora is con- 
cerned, nothing is known about the genetic variability of the parasite in 
coinbination with the  pine as host. 
In addition i t  is necessary in this investigation to consider the old question 
of how to  test biologically active substances (cf. e.g. NITSCH & NITSCH 1955). 
The coleoptile test is a standard method, but  an effect on Auena  coleoptile 
need not necessarily mean anything regarding an eventual connection 
between, for instance, Pinrrs and ,lIelampsora. To be able better to assess 
the effect of the substances that  were prepared from pine terminal leaders, 
a simple  neth hod was devised to use basidio spore germination as a bioassay. 
In this way just the  spores tha t  normally germinate on pine shoots nere  
used to  get as close to the problem of pine t - \~is t  rust as can reasonably he 
expected of a laboratory test. Even so there is a gap between the laboratory 
test and the course of infection in the field, and this is among the least- 
known aspects of the biology of X e l a m p s o r a  pinitorqua. I t  is ~vorth\\hile 
following the Finnish work tha t  is in progress regarding telio spore and 
basidio spore germination (KURI~ELA, personal cornm.). The spore germina- 
tion test does not seem to he affected by germination inhibitors from the 
spores, which is usually a common complication n-hen studying spore ger- 
mination (cf. Sussnr.\sx and H A L ~ O R ~ O S  1966 aud PRITCHARD and BELL 
1967). 
JVhere Jlclump.sora pini forqua is concernecl, the basiclio spores are sensitive 
to  drying, which norinally limits the dispersion range between aspen leaves 
on the ground and the pine shoots. I t  is likely, although difficult to  prove 
v-it11 certainty, that  thc  basidio spores germinate in droplets on the surface 
of the slioots formed hy den., rain and mist. I t  is a well-known fact, even 
though i t  is seldom considered when studying the course of infection that  
a great number of substances, inorganic and organic compounds, can be 
separated or absorbed hy epidermis. Water droplets on the surface of pine 
shoots contain 110th acid and basic co~nponents wllicll, according to  the 
experiment described above, inhibit hasidio spore germina-tion. In other 
words, also leaching can 11e thought to  affect the course of infection. 
The entire ~ ~ o r k  was started as a result of observations concerning the 
occurrence of pine twist rust in P i n u s  siluestris, for example the  localisation 
of the disease to  the top of the pine, a solnewhat higher frequency on the 
terminal leader than on the first whorl, and in the  study of progenies, where 
there is a coiisistently higher frequency of disease in the longer terminal 
leaders than the shorter. This led to  interest being directed tonards the 
growth regulating substances in pine, a subject which i t  transpired has 
not been satisfactorily examined. 
I t  is also conceivable tha t  the presence of the fungus stimulates the shoot 
to attain a greater length hy a production of growth stimulating substances. 
No proof for this theory has been found (\\'.\Rx, unpuhlished). Bu t  i t  may 
be too early to  reject the possibility as other host-parasite references favour 
the hypothesis (e.g. BLXTOX 1964, DET'ERALL 1961). 
X theoretic explanation for the differences in twist rust frequency between 
long and short terminal leaders in the  exa~nined progenies might he traced 
t o  a time factor. I t  is possible tha t  the longer leaders shoot for a longer 
time than the shorter ones. Such speculation on apparantly simple c~uestions 
is, however, based on a weak factual foundation. 
Both growth regulation a i d  the ,IIelarnpsora problem are each very exten- 
sive subjects. Initially an attempt was niade to  prepare an ethcr extract 
froin pine shoots and to  refer to  older works. Various methods of separating 
the extract components were also tried. The existence of an inhihitor /3 
complex iu P i n u s  silucsfris could be established, but the usual inetl~od of 
separating gram-th regulating sul~stances-paper chromatography-nas 
considercd as being unsatisfactory for a preparative separation. 
The method used in preparing the ether extract is discussed under Mate- 
rials and AIethocls. ,\ limitation for the -time being is that  only the acid ether 
preparation has 11een studied. This, furthermore, because of the method 
of preparation used, woulcl appear to consist for the most part  of acids; 
in addition the output depends on the water solubility. 
Also the hasic ether layer is biologically active, and i t  is unknon n n hether 
also in the basic ether layer i t  is possible to fmcl a connection n i t h  the 
occurrence of Jlelampsorci. On account of the preparation method used, this 
layer should, among others, embrace phenols. 
Yery fern works concerned with Pinus s i lues t~ i~  and gron th regulatioll 
were available \vhen the present work was started. F ~ ~ ~ s s o ; \ r ' s  TI orks from 
1953 and 1959 have already been mentioned. Se\ era1 Polish researchels are 
now active in this sphere -~I I~I INIEWI~Z and K o ~ c c n  rcz (1966), ~ I I C H A L S I ~ I  
(1967), K o r c ~ w r c z  e t  al. (1967). .bong other things the presence of 
gibberellines and inhibitors has been established. In these works, howe17er, 
the inhibitors are described as gibberelline inhibitors and not as /3 inhibitor, 
and in any case nithout effect on the A vena straight growth test. The work 
described here differs from those cited both as regards chromatography and 
the methods of preparation. I think i t  is likely tha t  we have nevertheless 
studied the same inhibitors to some extent. Furthermore, \T70~zrc~<r (1968) 
has studied the occurrence of TAX in Pinus siluesiris. This subject has also 
been studied in a Swedish investigation by A L D ~  and ELIA~SOS (1969). 
Certain pine clones can year after year s11ovi constant differences in their 
behavior to illelampsorti pzniforqua in field experiments. I t  also seems that  
there are progenies with a difference regarding Jle1ampso1.a-frequency (tables 
1-7). Clones with a low A21elampsora-frequency exhibit after repeated pre- 
parations, and for a t  least two consecutive years, a considerably larger 
amount of extract than other clones with a higher LIIelci~npsora-freq~~eilc~. 
The acid ether layer of the extract has been studied and the inhibitory 
effect of the extract-both dvena straight g r m  t h  test and the Jlelampsoru 
spore germination test-correlate n i t h  the JIe lnn~pso~ a-frequency of the 
original clones. 
The Melampsora basidio spore germination test is best suited for indicat- 
ing an inhihition of spore germination. Should there he a stimulation of the 
germination process during the infection it must be assumed that  thls 
easily escapes attention because of the  nature of the spore germination test. 
Kormally the spore germination test has been used to study the effects of 
total extract, which has not been chromatographed or separated in any 
other way. The extracts contain a number of substances some of nhich have 
inhibitory or stimulating effects. One of the risks nhen studying total 
extract can be tha t  the effects so to say cancel out each other, as has beer 
proved xhen using the .luena test. In addition the inhibitor effect in the 
comparative coleoptile test is exaggerated on account of the buffer solution 
used in the d v e n a  test. Using another type of buffer solution i t  could be 
demonstrated tha t  susceptible clones give an acid ether extract which may 
give a stimulation of the ~ l u e n a  test. X warning should once more be given, 
however, about transferring the interpretation of the res~llt  from the *luena 
test to the  occurrence of Ll/lelnnzpsora on pine. 
The acid ether extract has been studied hefore, during and after axial 
extension. Bioassay of the material shows two years in succession a brief 
hut marked reduction of the inhibitory effect during the short extension 
time of the shoot, when infection by Jle lumpsorn also takes place. This 
circumstance can perhaps provide a new aspect of the fungus' 1~eha~-iour. 
Furthernlore, i t  appears tha t  the amount of inhibitor is consistently sorne- 
what higher in the first -whorl than in the  terminal leader. Also this circum- 
stance is compatible with the behaviour of the fungus. I t  TT-oulcl appear 
desirable also to  study, for instance, clone material with varying suscepti- 
bility to  twist rust by taking daily samples during the shooting period in 
an attempt to discover ~ ~ h e t h e r  -the decline in inhibitors is uniform, or 
\\-hether the  decline is more or less and lasts for a longer or shorter period. 
I t  is thus possible to form the hypothethis tha t  substances with inhibitory 
effect tha t  are found in the acid ether extract of pine shoots might play a 
part  in the occurrence of Melampsora pinitorqrm on pine. 
S.lelampsora pinitorqua is only one of many species of rust fungi, with a 
basidio spore stage tha t  spreads to a host plant, tha t  develops new gron-th 
parts a t  the beginning of a vegetation season. The common genera of Chry- 
somyxa ,  Prrcciniastrum and Gymnosporangium in Swedish forestry may be 
mentioned. I t  would be advantageous when assessing the ,lIelarnpsora 
problem if parallel examinations were made of other rust fungi and host 
plants. 
I t  is not a generally proven or accepted circuinstance tha t  the interplay 
betveen host and obligate parasite is to some critical extent triggered or 
mediated by substances already present, which hefore the infection were 
present in the  plant and forined a foundation for resistance or receptivity. 
This is emphasized also in SHATV'S work of 1967. 
Attempts mere also made to test new ways of separating the components 
of the  ether extract. Thus an attempt was made using gel filtration of the 
ether extract, dissolved in ethanol, in combination with chromatography on 
TLC-plates utilizing rnultiple development. In this way i t  coulcl be established 
tha t  an acid ether extract of pine shoots can consist of a great number of 
components, which can be described as the Rf-value, and demoustrable 
with the help of UV light, Ehrlich staining, or bioassay. After having compli- 
cated the picture of an acid ether extract to embrace a multitude of sub- 
stances, i t  should however be pointed out tha t  not all the substances that  
are to be found in the extract need necessarily have any real function in 
pine-or for tha t  matter even exist in pine. To some extent i t  must be 
expected tha t  ilecon~position products and similar substances can he formed 
during the course of the  work. 
The examined acid ether extract is made froin a pine material tha t  does 
not display extreme reactions to A21elumpsor.a pinitol qrza. A future task must 
be to collect and study in detail pine material with very high and low attack 
frequency. 
The basic aim was Lo separate the substances n i t h  effect 011 the  M e l m n p s o ~  n
basidio spore germination tesl, although several other compounds in the acid 
ether extract of P i n u s  siluestris have pronounced effect in Auena  test. After 
gel filtration the material could be divided into seven Sephadex-fractions, of 
which four affected the spore germination test prior to  further separation 
by chromatography. These four fractions were subjected to further study 
by chromatography and several l~iologically a c h e  bands could be noted as 
shown in table 9. In a few cases the work could be follon ed up with an exact 
chemical identification. Thus six resin acids could be identified; this group 
of substances showed itself to have a distinct spore germination inhibiting 
effect, and occurs in the d u e n a  straight growth test in the inhibitor posi- 
tion. 
Summary 
The introduclory chapter contained a summary of inforniation about the 
occurrence of pine twisting rust  on different pine species and in relation to  
climate and other factors according to  generally known facts on the  subject. 
hlention is also made of the  s tar t  t h a t  has been made on resistance breeding. 
Various methods of recording pine t v  isting rust  have been discussed, and 
during a three-year period attack frequency on 75 progenies of P ~ I Z L I S  silvestris 
plus trees has been noted. I t  has been possible to  demonstrate tha t  there are 
differences in at tack frequency between progenies. P a r t  of the  material has 
been treated as randomized blocli. 
The localisation of IIIelampsora rust  t o  the  actual pine leaders and the  
relationship between plant height or t h e  length of terminal leader and the  
disease frequency were made the  starting point for research into growth 
regulating substances in pine as being a possible factor affecting the  occur- 
rence of pine tnist ing rust. 
Aicid ether extracts of annual shoots of P i n u s  silvestr is have been examined 
a Ion by  Avena straight growth test and J/lelampsora l ~ s i d i o  spore germin t' 
test, t ha t  is to say the  spores t h a t  infect t he  pine have been used for l~ioassay. 
The extracts contain a number of substa~~ces-inhibitors-that inhibit 
spore germination. AIarked differences in the  inhibitor effect between 
extracts from different pine clones h a ~ e  been established. The possible 
connection betneen a high inhibitor content and resistance to  pine twisting 
rust  has been discussed. 
During the  axial extension a 11rief reduction in the inhibitor content in 
the annual shoots of pine has been proved. Ailso this has been related to  the  
occurrence of the  fungus on pine. 
Further i t  has been shoxn t h a t  inlubitors can he  leached into v a t e r  drop- 
lets on the  surfacc of pine shoots. This too can be considered as haxing an  
effect on t h e  occurrence of the fungus. 
Gel filtration conlbined with thin layer chromatography was used for 
separating the extract components. An acid ether extract of pine annual 
shootq contains a great number of substances. These Twre dix idecl into reven 
groups through gel filtration and then studied through p repa ra t i~  e chroma- 
tography. The presence of a nuinher of crude substances, or cornhinations 
of substances, having an  inhibitor effect could be proved. Of  these i t  was 
possible to idcntifg- a nnmber of resin acids by  chemical means. 
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Inledningsvis har sammanfattats uppgifter om kniicliesjukans upptradande 
p5 olilia tallarter och i forhillande till klimat och andra faktorer i enlighet 
med allmiint kanda fakta inom omridet. \'idare har berorts den ansats som 
finns till en resistensfijriidling. 
Olika metoder a t t  registrera kniickesjulia har disliuterats, och under en 
treirsperiod har angreppsfrekvens noterats p i  7 5  avkommor av  plustrad. Skill- 
nad i angreppsfrekvens mellan avkoinmor har ltunnat pivisas. E n  del av 
materialet har  behandlats som randomized block. 
Iinackesjukans lokalisering till sjalva talltoppen och samband nlellan 
planthojd eller toppsliottslangd och sjulidomsfrekvens har tagits till utgings- 
punkt for en undersokning av tillvaxtreglerande Bmnen hos tallen son1 en 
tankbar faktor for knackesjukans upptradande. 
Sura eterextrakt av  tallskott har undersolits genom Avena straight growth 
test och basidiesporgroningstest - de sporer soin infekterar tallen har al l tsi  
anvants for bioassay. Eterextrakten innehiller e t t  flertal amnen - inhibitorer 
- med sporgroningshammande effekt. P5tagliga skillnader i hannnande effekt 
mellan extrakt fr5n olika tallliloner har konstaterats. E t t  tanlibart samband 
mellan hog halt a v  inhibitorer och resistens mot knacliesjuka har diskuterats. 
Under tallens skottskjutning har en kortvarig minskning as. halten au  
inhibitorer kunnat pivisas i irsskott au  tall. Lkven detta har satts i samband 
ined svampens upptrgdande p i  tallen. 
Tidare har  p5visats a t t  amnen rned sporgroningshiimmai~de effelit kan 
exuderas till vattendroppar p i  ytan av  tallskott, e t t  forhillande som lian 
tlinkas piverlia svampens upptriidande. 
Gelfiltrering i kombination med tunnsliiktskromatografi har anviints for 
separation av  i extraliten ingiende komponenter. E t t  surt  eterextrakt av  Brs- 
skott av  tall innehiller en stor iniingd amnen. Genoin gelfiltreringen indelades 
dessa i sju grupper, villia darefter studerades genorn preparativ kromatografi. 
E t t  antal amnen - eller ainnesliombinationer - med inhibitoreffekt liunde 
pivisas. Av dessa kunde e t t  antal hartssyror identifieras liemiskt. 
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